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Preface
All chapters of this dissertation will be submitted to journals for publication. Chapter 1, “Choral
Directors’ Perception of Choral Tone: A Review of Literature,” is the Introduction to the
dissertation and will be submitted to Update: Applications of Research in Music Education.
Chapter 2, “Effects of Choral Directors’ Teaching Experience on Perception of Choral Tone,”
will be submitted to Journal of Research in Music Education. Chapter 3, “Effects of Teaching
Experience and Culture on Choral Directors’ Descriptions of Choral Tone,” will be submitted to
PLOS ONE. Chapter 4, “Considerations for Developing Choral Tone in a Variety of Musical
Styles with Your Ensemble,” is the conclusion to the dissertation and will be submitted to Music
Educators Journal.
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Abstract
In this two–article dissertation I examine the effects of experience and culture on choral
directors’ perceptions of choral tone across a variety of musical styles. In order to identify effects
of teachers’ culture and years of experience on their perceptions of choral tone, I surveyed
middle and high school choir teachers in the United States and used a Kruskal–Wallis H test to
compare teachers’ ratings of choral tone across a variety of musical styles. Results of the survey
revealed variability in median scores among participants with different levels of teaching
experience in their ratings of appropriateness of the tone for the musical style. Specifically,
teachers with 18 or more years of experience rated appropriateness of the choral tone in two
samples, a Gospel piece and a jazz arrangement of a spiritual, significantly lower than any other
experience group. In a second study, my co–author and I performed an in–depth linguistic
analysis of choir directors’ descriptions of choral tone using the same dataset. Results reflected
and added to what I found in the previous study. Respondents within each teaching experience
group tended to cluster, supporting our theory that a gap exists between theory and practice in
choral music teaching. Additionally, the strongest agreement was in response to the two most
traditionally Western performances, supporting our expectation that respondents would rate the
tone of more culturally proximate styles higher than those most different from their experience
and training. Results of the studies within this dissertation show that teachers’ culture and years
of experience influence their perception of choral tone. Suggestions for practical applications are
offered.
Key terms: tone, choral music, culture, health, appropriate, perception
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Chapter 1:
Choral Directors’ Perceptions of Choral Tone
In this two–article dissertation, I will explore choral director perceptions of choral tone.
In this chapter I will review the literature as it relates to tone quality and then to choral tone,
specifically. At the end of Chapter 1, I will offer implications regarding best practices for
teaching choral tone. In Chapter 2, I will examine the impacts of years of music teaching
experience on teacher perceptions of choral tone across a variety of musical styles. The purpose
of Chapter 2 is to uncover how choral music teachers’ years of experience influence their
perceptions of choral tone. I will conclude Chapter 2 with implications regarding choral
performance assessment events and teacher familiarity with music from a variety of styles. In
Chapter 3, my co–author and I will report on an in–depth linguistic analysis of choir directors’
descriptions of choral tone using audio samples of diverse musical styles and choral tone
qualities. The purpose of Chapter 3 is to discover the effects of teaching experience and culture
on choral teachers’ description of choral tone across a range of music genres. We will conclude
with implications regarding effects of current practices related to choral tone in choral music
education for practicing teachers, teacher training programs, and governing institutions. In
Chapter 4, I will explore my findings and implications for choral directors related to the Chapters
2 and 3. The purpose of the final chapter is to offer choir directors practical, informed
considerations for teaching choral tone based on observed perceptions of choral tone across a
variety of styles.
Review of Literature
Considerable research exists on the topic of choral tone. Existing research primarily
focuses on choral tone in music of the European Western choral tradition (Olwage, 2004;
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Seashore, 1942; Tamte–Horan, 1989). Much of that existing research centers on choral tone as
evaluative criteria (Cooksey, 1977; Fox, 1990; Robinson, 1990; Schmalstieg, 1972; Tamte–
Horan, 1989), since choral music educators tend to receive contradictory feedback in choral
performance evaluations (Cooksey, 1977; Fox, 1990; Robinson, 1990; Schmalstieg, 1972;
Tamte–Horan, 1989), suggesting conflicting concepts of “good” choral tone. The purpose of this
review of literature is to define choral tone, address issues relating to perceptions of choral tone,
and offer research–based suggestions for how choral directors may approach choral tone in their
rehearsals and performances.
Tone
Tone is the characteristic quality of a sound, also known as timbre, tone color, and tone
quality (McKinney, 2005; Seashore, 1942). Tone is a central aspect of vocal, instrumental, solo,
and ensemble music. Tone is arguably one of the most highly prioritized elements of music, as
evidenced by its presence in music textbooks (Brinson & Demorest, 2014; McKinney, 2005;
Phillips, 2004) and on music performance evaluation rubrics (Cooksey, 1977; Fox, 1990;
Robinson, 1990; Schmalstieg, 1972; Tamte–Horan, 1989). Numerous research studies have
examined tone quality in musical performance. Topics commonly include imagery used in tone
description (Atkins, 2018; Atkins & Duke, 2013; Crowder, 1989; Moorcroft, 2007; Wis, 1999),
expert teachers’ tone–building techniques (Babb, 2011; Fonza, 2014; Rolsten, 2016), the
relationship between tone and intonation (Geringer, MacLeod, Madsen, & Napoles, 2015;
Geringer & Madsen, 1981; Geringer & Worthy, 1999; Krumhansl & Iverson, 1992; Madsen &
Geringer, 1981; Wapnick & Freeman, 1980; Worthy, 2000), the relationship between tone and
instrument preference (Bernier & Stafford, 1972), the relationship between tone and other
elements (Corbin, 1982; Hellman, 2002; Simmons, 2005), and musicians’ tone preferences
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(Daugherty, 1999; Ekholm, 2000; Ford, 2003; Geringer, MacLeod, & Sasanfar, 2015; Geringer
& Madsen, 1981; Madsen & Geringer, 1976; Simmons, 2005). While these studies investigate a
variety of matters concerning tone, they all support the notion that tone quality is an ambiguous,
subjective element of musical performance.
Vocal Tone
Many Western solo vocal instructors teach in what is broadly referred to as bel canto
style, the traditional classical singing technique that emphasizes what is considered the most
sophisticated use of the voice (Duey, 2008; Stark, 1999). Best practices within traditional
classical singing instruction have shifted over time due to scientific findings related to vocal
health and anatomy; therefore, bel canto, or “classical” technique, as I will refer to it in this
paper, has come to encompass a wide range of teaching practices (Duey, 2008; Stark, 1999).
Common practices within this classical style of teaching prioritize use of vocally–healthy
techniques for respiration, phonation, and vocal resonance (Duey, 2008; McKinney, 2005;
Miller, 1986; Stark, 1999).
Teachers of these techniques frequently use imagery as an indirect method of guiding
students to achieving the desired tone quality (Atkins, 2018; Moorcroft, 2007; Stark, 1999). For
example, terms such as “bright,” “dark,” “tinny,” and “thin,” are commonly used to describe
vocal tone. Also, students are regularly asked to “focus” their sound in a particular direction
(Atkins, 2018; Moorcroft, 2007) or place their voice “in the mask” of their face (Stark, 1999, p.
51). These uses of imagery have proven successful. For example, Atkins (2018) found that when
singers’ attention was on external targets, meaning when singers were instructed to direct their
sound to a far–away object, expert listeners were more positive in their description of the vocal
tone than when singers focused attention on internal targets. This use of “direction” provides
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students with an external target rather than the internal target of the vocal mechanism, which, in
turn, seems to improve resonance (Atkins, 2018).
Due to the combination of long–standing tradition and constantly–advancing scientific
discoveries, bel canto singing now is such a broad term that many schools of thought exist under
its influence, resulting in disagreement regarding some of the technique’s fundamentals (Duey,
2008; Stark, 1999). One of those disagreed–upon fundamentals is the use of vibrato. Seashore
(1937) defined vibrato as “a pulsation of pitch, usually accompanied with synchronous
pulsations of loudness and timbre, of such extent and rate as to give a pleasing flexibility,
tenderness, and richness to the tone” (p. 30). Of course, what is pleasing to the listener depends
upon personal preference. Preferences regarding vibrato in solo singing have changed over time
with the “varying musical tastes of each historical epoch” (Stark, 1999, p. 121). At present,
teachers of classical singing tend to prefer the use of vibrato (Sundberg, 1994), pending the
appropriate and healthy derivation of the vibrato (McKinney, 2005; Sundberg, 1994; Van
Besouw et al., 2008).
This preference for vibrato use, however, is not necessarily indicative of popular opinion.
For example, Ford (2003) found that undergraduate college students prefer solo vocal tone
quality that is less resonant and that produces less vibrato. Additionally, Mann (2014) found that
vibrato–related aspects of solo tone quality were consistently different between genres of
singing. When measured, vibrato rates were faster, wider, and longer in a Mozart piece versus a
Rutter piece. Mann’s findings suggest that singers know they can, and believe they should,
manipulate their vocal tone quality through the use of vibrato in order to remain appropriate to
the style and time period of the piece.
One reason for discrepancies regarding vibrato may be its impact on
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perception. Wooding and Nix (2015), for example, found that vibrato extent and rate affect
perception of the mere existence of vibrato or non–vibrato, although the fundamental frequency
variation of the voice is, in itself, considered vibrato. Furthermore, vibrato use is one aspect of
tone quality shown to affect intonation or the perception of intonation (Yoo et al., 1998; Van
Besouw et al., 2008). When measuring musicians’ perception of solo vocal intonation with and
without vibrato, Geringer, MacLeod, and Sasanfar (2015) found the stimuli, whether in–tune,
sharp, or flat, were perceived as more in–tune when vibrato was used than when vibrato was not
used. The researchers also found that when compared with instrumental solo performances with
vibrato, in–tune vocal performances with vibrato were perceived as less in–tune.
These findings are supported by the idea that the musical concepts of tone quality and
intonation, or at least the perception of such aspects, are interrelated (Cooksey, 1977; Krumhansl
& Iverson, 1992; Madsen & Geringer, 1976; Madsen & Geringer; 1981). In Cooksey’s initial
search for ensemble performance evaluative criteria, he found that adjudicators typically
combined facets of tone and intonation when adjudicating (1977). Madsen and Geringer (1981)
investigated university music students’ ability to discriminate between tone and intonation in
instrumental duets and found that participants perceived intonation errors where there were none.
Other studies showed that listeners associated sharp intonation with bright tone qualities and flat
intonation with dark tone qualities (Geringer & Worthy, 1999; Wapnick & Freeman, 1980;
Worthy, 2000).
Solo Vocal Tone versus Choral Tone
Choral directors are tasked with combining multiple voices in music–making. Though
there are several schools of thought regarding the unification of choral sound, a typical goal of
the choral director is to eliminate any discrepancies between voices and attempt to make a
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completely unified sound (Ekholm, 2000; Smith & Sataloff, 2006). Factors commonly include
unification of pitch, vowels, volume, style, and tone, among others. Due to these considerations,
choral musicians are likely to have different priorities than solo vocal musicians when listening
to and evaluating vocal performances (Ekholm, 2000; Ford, 2003; Goodwin, 1980; Mann, 2014).
Numerous studies found a difference in priority and/or opinion between choral musicians and
solo vocal musicians on aspects of tone quality (Ekholm, 2000; Ford, 2003; Goodwin, 1980;
Mann, 2014).
Goodwin (1980) and Mann (2014) each investigated the effects of singing mode, choral
versus solo, on aspects of vocal tone quality. Findings from both studies suggest that choral and
solo vocal music are consistently performed in different ways. In Mann’s 2014 study of
undergraduate female singers, vibrato rates were faster, wider, and longer when singers
performed in what they considered to be “solo mode” versus what they considered to be “choral
mode.” No significant differences were found between performances of choral music education
majors and vocal performance majors, implying both groups similarly manipulated their tone
between styles. Goodwin (1980) investigated choral blend by examining the differences between
vocal tone produced in solo singing and vocal tone produced in unison choral singing. Singers
were each recorded twice, once sustaining vowels and once attempting to blend sustained vowels
with a recording of an ensemble. Goodwin found patterns of differences between singers’ tone
qualities in the two styles, including spectral changes, dynamic changes, intensity changes, and
changes to vibrato. Both Goodwin (1980) and Mann (2014) found that singers intentionally
manipulated their vocal tone quality in order to remain appropriate to the mode of the piece (solo
versus choral).
Additionally, Ford (2003) found that choral musicians preferred the tone of choral singers
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to the tone of soloists and that solo singers preferred the tone of soloists to the tone of choral
singers. Furthermore, he found the more choral training a student had, the more the student
preferred a “non–resonant” tone quality like that typically exhibited in choral settings. Ekholm
(2000) studied the effects of seating arrangement and singing mode on perceptions and
preference of choral blend and overall sound. She found that solo voice teachers preferred a more
soloistic style of choral singing while choral conductors preferred a more blended sound.
Descriptions of Choral Tone
Like solo vocal tone, choral tone—the composite sound of a choral ensemble (Tamte–
Horan, 1989)—can be described many ways. As stated before, expert listeners tend to describe
choral music with imagery and metaphorical language due to the vocal mechanism being out of
view of the performers (Atkins, 2018). The abstract medium and abstract instrument with which
choral directors work creates the need for abstract communication (Wis, 1999). This language
can be useful in providing feedback to novice or intermediate ensembles who collectively are not
familiar with vocal anatomy or technique. It may also prove more effective in cultivating a
resonant tone than using specific directives concerning articulation and tone production (Atkins,
2018). Some, however, warn of abstract language becoming too vague for students to effectively
comprehend (Jordan et al., 2007; Seashore, 1942). Abstract language may contribute to
misinterpretation within the rehearsal setting. It may also contribute to misinterpretation between
professionals in choral music, as few, if any, of the abstract phrases and words commonly used
have agreed–upon, discipline–specific meaning.
Influences on Choral Tone
Many aspects within a rehearsal setting can influence the tone of a choral ensemble.
These may include conductor gesture (Wis, 1999), conductor language (Wis, 1999), seating
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arrangement (Daugherty, 1999; Ekholm, 2000), singing mode (Ford, 2003; Goodwin, 1980;
Mann, 2014), ensemble spacing (Daugherty, 1999), and rehearsal techniques (Babb, 2011;
Brinson & Demorest, 2014; McKinney, 2005; Phillips, 2004). Singing mode (solo versus choral
singing) influences choristers’ decisions about how they produce tone (Ford, 2003; Goodwin,
1980; Mann, 2014). Conductors’ language can provide metaphor for vocal production and both
students’ and conductors’ gestures can help achieve the desired vocal result of the metaphor
(Wis, 1999). Acoustic seating arrangement has positively affected evaluations of choral
performance (Ekholm, 2000) and ensemble spacing has consistently been shown to impact the
overall sound of the choir (Daugherty, 1999). Auditors and choristers have consistently preferred
the sound of a choir with spread spacing (Daugherty, 1999). Rehearsal techniques, including
vocal warm–ups, teacher modeling, verbal communication, and non–verbal communication, can
also contribute to choristers’ tone production (Babb, 2011; Brinson & Demorest, 2014;
McKinney, 2005; Phillips, 2004).
While these rehearsal aspects have been shown to contribute to choral tone, the biggest
influence may be the derivation of the tone. The instrument is part of the person, who is part of a
culture, which has traditions and practices specific to vocal tone. These practices are learned and
become ingrained over time. These ingrained practices influence all vocal sounds, including
choral tone.
Research is scant on cultural influence on choral tone. However, simply by listening to
music from a variety of cultures, it becomes clear that many cultures have specific practices in
regard to choral tone. The standards of beauty regarding choral tone vary from culture to culture
(Murdock, 2015; Nettl, 2015; Olwage, 2004). For example, traditional Bulgarian choral tone has
a much fuller and brighter sound than traditional Western choral tone (Cooper & Minaga, 2002).
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Such vastly different standards of quality make any kind of worldwide homogeneity of choral
tone an impossibility, and may even lead to exacerbated cultural hegemony in choral music
(Murdock, 2015).
Perceptions of Choral Tone
Music perception is influenced by cognitive components (Dowling, 1999; Greer, Dorow,
& Randall, 1974; Killian, 1990), systematic influences (Droe, 2008; Flowers, 1988; Greer,
Dorow, & Randall, 1974; Killian, 1990; Murdock, 2015; Phelps, 2014), exposure (Meadows,
1971; Murdock, 2015; Peery & Peery, 1986), and life experiences (Butler et al., 2007; Droe,
2008; Murdock, 2015). Furthermore, research suggests that people show preference for familiar
music (Abril & Flowers, 2007; Flowers, 1980; Hargreaves, 1988; LeBlanc, 1979; LeBlanc,
1982; LeBlanc & Sherrill, 1986; Murdock, 2015; Radocy, 1982; Shehan, 1982). Similarly, one’s
perception of choral tone can derive from one’s experiences in and with choral music. These
choral music experiences are shaped not only by music teachers (Droe, 2008), but by religious
practices, familial influence, access to advanced voice instruction and resources, and other
factors (Butler et al., 2007; Murdock, 2015). In these ways, one’s culture contributes to one’s
experiences. One’s experiences contribute to one’s preferences in music (Meadows, 1971;
Murdock, 2015; Peery & Peery, 1986), and, specifically, choral tone.
When studying best practices of four expert American choral directors, Babb (2011)
found significant differences in time spent on behaviors between choral settings and between
conductors. Babb connected discrepancies between conductors to the variety of schools of
thought in choral music, especially as they relate to choral tone development. The fact that these
four expert directors had varying views and practices regarding choral tone supports the idea that
perception of choral tone derives from individual experience.
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Years of teaching experience (Doerksen, 1999; Frizzell, 2020; Frizzell & Windsor, 2020;
Standley & Madsen, 1991) and choral directors’ culture (Frizzell & Windsor, 2020) may impact
perceptions of choral tone. When assessing choral tone, more experienced choral directors have
significantly differed with less experienced directors (Doerksen, 1999; Frizzell, 2020; Frizzell &
Windsor, 2020; Standley & Madsen, 1991), sometimes rating lower (Frizzell, 2020; Frizzell &
Windsor, 2020; Standley & Madsen, 1991), and sometimes rating higher (Doerksen, 1999) than
less experienced directors. Frizzell (2020) and Frizzell and Windsor (2020) found significant
differences between experience groups most notably in ratings of Western non–art music
(Gospel and jazz/spiritual), with more experienced directors rating stylistic appropriateness of
choral tone lower than less experienced directors. The researchers speculated this may be due to
more experienced choral directors having less familiarity with certain musical styles since
diversity initiatives and the current push toward culturally responsive music teaching are
relatively recent (Cruz, 2017; Lind & McKoy, 2016; Shaw, 2012; Shaw, 2016; Taylor & Sobel,
2011). Therefore, directors with more choral teaching experience may have been less likely to
experience Western non–art music during their years in teacher training, a factor that may
influence their music and, likely, tone preferences (Droe, 2008).
Practical Applications
Directors have much to consider when implementing tone–building techniques in choral
rehearsals. Conductor gesture and conductor language are likely unconscious habits to many
choral conductors, but thoughtful consideration and planning of specific gestural and linguistic
practices can influence choral students’ tone production and, thereby, overall vocal health (Wis,
1999). Directors can use metaphorical language to communicate tone production concepts to
their students and use gesture to clarify their meaning and reinforce the concepts throughout the
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rehearsal process (Wis, 1999). An example provided by Wis (1999) is to “spin” the sound, which
is intended to create a “freer and more natural” tone (p. 27). The word “spin” may not be
understood in the same way by each student, so Wis suggests coupling the terminology with the
physical gesture of spinning (like a lasso) in order to achieve the desired result.
Finding the right seating arrangement and ensemble spacing for a choir takes time,
planning, and experimentation, but can change the way students (and directors) hear across the
ensemble. Such a change in hearing can cause students to alter their phonation habits and,
potentially, develop healthier tone production (Daugherty, 1999; Ekholm, 2000). Since
Daugherty (1999) found that seating arrangement of the ensemble had little effect on auditors’
perception of the sound, and that a spread spacing of a choir positively influenced the perception
of both the auditors and the choristers, choir directors might consider increasing space between
choristers.
Numerous practitioners and scholars have written articles, books, and blogs for reference
and regularly present on the tone–building techniques at professional development conferences.
Babb (2011) studied three popular vocal tone development techniques used by four expert choral
directors: verbal communication, nonverbal communication, and vocal modeling. Verbal
communication (use of technical and figurative language) was concise. Nonverbal
communication included any teacher–initiated cues, such as conducting gesture, facial
expression, kinesthetics, proximity, and voicing formation. Babb noted each conductor used
facial expression to mimic desired vowel shapes. Vocal modeling was used for numerous
reasons, such as pitch matching and general accuracy in singing, but its effect on vocal tone
specifically are unknown. Babb observed all conductors consistently using vocal modeling and
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noted that 26% of models were examples of what not to do. Perhaps most importantly, Babb
noticed vocal models greatly outnumbered verbal incidents.
Many choral pedagogy textbooks address tone building techniques. Brinson and
Demorest (2014) suggested a number of group vocal techniques appropriate for the warm–up in
a choral rehearsal. Specifically, they recommended beginning warm–ups with closed vowels or
“mm” in a comfortable range for the singers. They also suggested a progression of steps
appropriate for students as they mature and their tone develops. In order to teach resonant tone
production, Phillips (2004) suggested encouraging students to sing with an open throat, relaxed
jaw, lips, and tongue, a resting larynx, an arched soft palate, and relaxed pharyngeal muscles. He
recommended using exercises like “jaw drop,” in which students place the tip of a finger at the
pinna (in front of the ears) while they sing and hold vowels in order to maintain a dropped jaw
while vocalizing (p. 240). In order to eliminate breathiness in the tone, McKinney (2005), whose
book caters to both voice teachers and choir directors, suggested using nasal consonants like [m]
and [n] with frontal vowels like [i] in five–note scale patterns (“nee, nee, nee, nee, nee,” for
example).
Conductor gesture (Wis, 1999), conductor language (Wis, 1999), seating arrangement
(Daugherty, 1999; Ekholm, 2000), ensemble spacing (Daugherty, 1999), and rehearsal
techniques (Babb, 2011; Brinson & Demorest, 2014; McKinney, 2005; Phillips, 2004) may be
relatively easy to implement in the choral rehearsal. Use of rehearsal techniques, such as those
suggested by Babb (2011), and vocal exercises, like those provided in choral methods and vocal
pedagogy textbooks, also contribute to an expanded repertoire of tone–building techniques.
However, since the biggest influence of choral tone may be the derivation of each individual
singers’ vocal tone, directors should consider tone more comprehensively. The choral director is
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responsible for cultivating beautiful tone quality within each singer and the overall choir (Babb,
2011; Ekholm, 2000; McKinney, 2005). National music ensemble standards assert that educators
are responsible for exposing middle and high school choir students to a variety of genres,
cultures, and styles of singing (NAfME, 2014). Such a well–rounded early education in choral
music and, specifically, choral tone, could influence each student’s lifelong preferences in music
and tone (Droe, 2008; Murdock, 2015). For these reasons, in addition to the aforementioned
recommendations, the choral director should consider the following implications:
•

Directors have the ability to manipulate the sound of the choir with their language,
gesture, positioning of the ensemble, and rehearsal techniques.

•

Tone is subjective. Every person perceives choral tone differently. Consideration of other
perspectives may be advantageous when preparing the ensemble.

•

Researching music from a variety of cultures and learning, from reliable (perhaps
culturally–native) sources, stylistically–appropriate techniques for performing such music
can help the ensemble to achieve stylistically–appropriate tone qualities.

•

Programming music that is not culturally native or familiar to the ensemble in addition to
music that is culturally native or familiar can educate choral students in various tone
qualities and performance practices, expanding their world view and broadening their
perspective.

Directors who consider these implications and take advantage of these recommendations may be
necessarily equipped to evoke the desired, and stylistically–appropriate, tone quality from the
choral ensemble.
In the following chapters, I will introduce support for these ideas. Chapter 2 outlines
language used by practicing and pre–service choral directors when describing choral tone of a
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variety of musical styles and identifies significant differences in descriptions of teachers based
on their levels of experience. Chapter 3 analyzes teacher language more deeply, exploring
possible influences, such as years of teaching experience and culture, on directors’ perceptions of
choral tone. Chapter 4 summarizes my findings, explores the implications of the findings, and
provides practical applications for choral directors as a result of the findings.
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Chapter 2:
Effects of Choral Directors’ Teaching Experience on Perceptions of Choral Tone
Though there is substantial research on the topic of tone quality as evaluative criteria for
choral performance, secondary choral music educators frequently receive inconsistent and
sometimes contradictory feedback from experts in regard to choral tone (Cooksey, 1977; Fox,
1990; Robinson, 1990; Schmalstieg, 1972). A plethora of literature exists regarding perception of
musical performances (Cheek 2007; Daugherty, 1999; Dowling, 1999; Ekholm et al., 1998;
Geringer et al., 2012; Hansen, 2017). Much of the existing literature on choral tone as evaluative
criteria primarily addresses choral tone in music of the European Western choral tradition
(Tamte–Horan, 1989). Insufficient research exists on the perception of choral tone across a
variety of musical styles, which could prove problematic since Western standards of choral
beauty are not universal. Discrepancies regarding choral tone preference across styles could
create opportunities for ethnocentrism, potentially leading to issues of implicit bias. Furthermore,
research is lacking regarding the role of demographics, like years of teaching experience, on
perception of choral tone. In order to gain a more complete understanding of choral tone as
evaluative criteria, researchers should explore perception of choral tone, especially the
perception held by the choral music educator.
This paper will proceed as follows: I will briefly review the relevant literature and then
discuss a novel survey I deployed with two analyses: a quantitative analysis of Likert scale items,
and a textual analysis of open–ended survey responses.
Literature Review
Tone quality, also referred to as tone color or timbre, is the characteristic quality of a
sound (McKinney, 2005). Many factors can impact vocal tone quality, including focus of
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attention (Atkins, 2018; Atkins & Duke, 2013), singing mode (Daffern, 2017; Ekholm, 2000;
Ford, 2003; Goodwin, 1980; Mann, 2014; Rossing & Sundberg, 1984; Stone et al., 2003), and
the style of the musical performance piece (Elliott, 2007; Olwage, 2006; Potter, 1998; Stone et
al., 2003; Tamte–Horan, 1989; Winnie, 2017). Choral tone, the composite sound of a choral
ensemble (Tamte–Horan, 1989), can additionally be impacted by seating arrangement
(Daugherty, 1999; Ekholm, 2000) and ensemble spacing (Daugherty, 1999).
Tone quality is one of the most frequently–occurring key concepts in music performance
evaluation (Cooksey, 1977). However, evaluation of tone quality is an area of controversy since
experts do not always agree (Cooksey, 1977; Fagnan, 2005; Mann, 2014). As Radocy (1989)
stated, “Although certain aspects of performance, such as intonation of isolated tones, can be
measured relatively objectively, ...tone quality… must be based on the informed, but inherently
subjective, opinions of knowledgeable music educators” (p. 33).
Researchers have previously investigated subjectivity in music performance evaluation
(Cooksey, 1977; Fox, 1990; Hensley, 2016; Radocy, 1986; Radocy, 1989; Wesolowski, 2012).
Issues concerning the validity and reliability of rubrics and evaluation instruments employed in
music adjudication have been well documented (Cooksey, 1977; Fiske, 1983; Fox, 1990;
Hansen, 2017; Hensley, 2016; Latimer, 2007; Payne, 1997; Radocy, 1989; Stegman, 2009;
Tamte–Horan, 1989; Thompson & Williamon, 2003). Inter–rater reliability and adjudicator
consistency over time have been low (Latimer, 2007; Radocy, 1989; Stegman, 2009; Wagner,
1991). Some possible reasons for inconsistency are that many adjudicators are music teachers
with little to no training in adjudicating music performances (Hensley, 2016) and that
adjudicators may not have agreed upon the objective of the adjudicated event (Fox, 1990).
Inconsistency may partly be explained by adjudicators’ varied years of teaching
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experience (McCoy, 1985; Standley & Madsen, 1991; Doerksen, 1999). While many found that
experience in music and/or music teaching has little to no effect on performance assessment
ratings (Bergee, 2003; Byo & Brooks, 1994; Byo & Crone, 1989; Geringer et al., 2009; Hewitt &
Smith 2004; and Mills, 1987), some found significant differences in ratings between novice and
experienced teachers (Doerksen, 1999; Standley & Madsen, 1991; Tamte–Horan, 1989). Tamte–
Horan (1989) found that a short period of training slightly improved evaluative skills in
undergraduate music students, and that more experience would better benefit evaluators.
Doerksen (1999) found that, when compared to expert teachers, preservice teachers were more
likely to rate many performance elements, including tone quality, lower. When measuring
assessments by college freshmen, college juniors, novice music teachers, experienced music
teachers, and experts, Standley and Madsen (1991) found significant differences in mean
performance ratings between all experience groups with the exception of college freshmen and
juniors.
Another reason for inconsistency may be the adjudicators’ type of music training. For
example, conflict exists between solo vocal studio expectations and choral rehearsal expectations
(Fagnan, 2005; Goodwin, 1980; Mann, 2014). As a result, singers believe they should sing with
more vibrato in solo settings and less vibrato in choral settings (Daffern, 2017; Mann, 2014).
Ford (2003) found that choir teachers preferred excerpts sung with less singer’s formant, the
peak acoustical energy soloists train to achieve, while voice teachers preferred excerpts sung
with more singer’s formant. Furthermore, the more choral training one has, the more one prefers
a non–resonant tone quality (Ford, 2003).
Individual preference of music derives from a combination of implicit cognitive
components (Dowling, 1999; Greer, Dorow, & Randall, 1974; Killian, 1990), systematic
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influences (Droe, 2008; Flowers, 1988; Greer, Dorow, & Randall, 1974; Killian, 1990; Murdock,
2015; Phelps, 2014), and exposure (Meadows, 1971; Murdock, 2015; Peery & Peery, 1986).
Furthermore, research suggests that people show preference to familiar music (Abril & Flowers,
2007; Flowers, 1980; Hargreaves, 1988; LeBlanc, 1979; LeBlanc, 1982; LeBlanc & Sherrill,
1986; Murdock, 2015; Radocy, 1982; Shehan, 1982). Since music is experienced subjectively,
interpretation is left up to the listener, making common evaluative criteria unlikely (Cooksey,
1977; Leonhard & House, 1972; Rasch & Plomp, 1999). Subjective interpretation of music, and
choral tone, specifically, can lead to issues of adjudication bias in music performance evaluations
(Cheek 2007; Hansen, 2017; Murdock, 2015). I hypothesize that years of teaching experience
may contribute to a shift in perception of tone quality in choral performance. Therefore, the
effect of teaching experience must be further studied in order to gain insight into the
development of choral tone perception.
Purpose statement
The purpose of this study is to measure the effect of teaching experience on choir
teachers’ perceptions of choral tone in a variety of musical styles.
Research questions
1. Do choral directors’ years of teaching experience impact their perception of choral tone
across a variety of musical styles?
2. How do choral music teachers’ years of experience influence perception of choral tone?
3. How do choral music teachers qualitatively describe choral tone across a variety of
musical styles?
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Method
Participants
To recruit subjects, I distributed recruitment emails to a large national choral director
association, a southern state music education association, and three regional vocal music
education associations in a southern state, all who forwarded the email to active members.
Additionally, I made posts in Facebook groups for choral directors and sent personal invitations
to choral directors who fit the selection criteria. Selection criteria included: middle and high
school choir directors or preservice choir directors in the United States. Although 237 choir
directors started the survey, I excluded any incomplete surveys from data analysis, leaving 125
usable surveys. Participants (N = 125) consisted of 48 male (38.4%) and 77 female (61.6%)
volunteers who were preservice (n = 13), novice (n = 38), intermediate (n = 39) and experienced
(n = 35) choral music educators from the United States. I retroactively labeled participants “pre–
service” if currently enrolled in or recently graduated from an undergraduate music education
program, “novice” if teaching 1 to 6 years, “intermediate” if teaching 7–17 years, and
“experienced” if teaching 18 or more years. I divided experience groupings in this way in order
to have equal or similar numbers in each group other than “preservice,” which simply included
all participants without teaching experience. Participants’ years of teaching ranged from 0 to 40
(M = 12.18, SD = 10.67) and their ages ranged from 18 to 73 (M = 40.16, SD = 14.10).
Participants classified themselves as Asian (n = 2), Black (n = 12), Hispanic/Latinx (n = 2),
Multirace (n = 5), White (n = 98), or Prefer Not to Say (n = 6). Experienced, intermediate, and
novice teacher participants classified the majority of their teaching experience to be at private (n
= 25), or public (n = 86) schools in rural (n = 26), suburban (n = 58), or urban (n = 29) settings.
The institutional review board at the University of Memphis exempted the study from review as
it is not considered human subjects research (see Appendix A).
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Instrument
Using Qualtrics™, I created the Choral Tone Assessment (CTA) (see Figure 1) in order
to examine choral teacher perceptions of choral tone. Participants were given the CTA and asked
to provide information about their age, race, sex, music teaching experience (years), teaching
location (rural, suburban, urban), and school type (charter, private, public). Participants were
then asked to listen to eight audio–only excerpts of choral performances in contrasting musical
styles with contrasting choral tone qualities from a variety of cultures and to respond to six
survey items at the end of each audio sample. The final version of the instrument contained eight
audio samples (see Table 1). Audio samples derived from public YouTube videos, which I
downloaded, converted to mp3s, and cut to approximately 20 to 50 seconds in length. I selected
recordings with high–quality audio with what I considered to be exemplary tone, intonation, and
attention to style. Each sample represented a unique musical style and choral tone quality within
Western or non–Western music tradition. Recordings represented a variety of well–respected
performing choirs, including community, high school, collegiate, and professional ensembles of
note. Identities of performing choirs were not disclosed to participants.
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Figure 1. Choral Tone Assessment (CTA)
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Table 1
Audio Samples
Audio Sample

Title

Composer/Arranger

Performing Ensemble

1

Sweetheart of the Sun

Eric William Barnum

Choral Arts Pure Sound

2

Dwijavanthi

Ethan Sperry

Martin High School
Chamber Singers

3

Gather at the River

Stacey Gibbs

Oakwood University
Aeolians

4

Sicut Cervus

Giovanni Pierluigi
da Palestrina

Cambridge Singers

5

The Lioness Hunt

Lebohang “Lebo M”
Morake

Mzansi Youth Choir

6

Kaval Sviri

Petar Lyondev

Bulgarian State Radio
and Television Female
Vocal Choir

7

Shenandoah

Robert Shaw

Robert Shaw Chorale

8

What if God

Christopher Brinson

University of Arkansas
Inspirational Chorale

For each audio excerpt, the CTA consisted of five Likert–scale items and one open–
ended item. Participants marked their answers to the first five items by selecting a number on a
scale from 1 to 5 with 1 indicating Strongly Disagree and 5 indicating Strongly Agree. Items
prompted participants to rate the choral tone in three categories commonly discussed in the
literature (bright/forward, dark/covered, and pushed/strained) (McKinney, 2005; Miller, 1996;
Phillips, 2004; Tamte–Horan, 1989). Items also prompted participants to rate the health of the
choral tone, as it is how choir directors are trained to define “good” tone (Brinson & Demorest,
2014; McKinney, 2005; Phillips, 2004), and the appropriateness to the style of the performed
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piece. Terminology in the Likert–scale items derived from research and commonly used
textbooks in choral music education. Likert–scale items were:
1. This is healthy choral tone.
2. The choral tone is pushed/strained.
3. The choral tone is bright and/or forward.
4. This tone is dark/covered.
5. This is an appropriate choral tone for this style of music.
At the end of each set I provided an open–ended question asking the participant to
describe the tone and how the tone could be improved. There was no minimum word
requirement for the open–ended questions, but some response was required in order to proceed in
the survey. This item was meant to direct participants into providing insight into if and why they
perceived the tone as pleasing or displeasing and what they would prefer to hear.
Validity
A content validity panel of three music educators reviewed and tested the instrument
before it was administered to participants. Members of the panel, all males, each had advanced
degrees in choral conducting or music education and a combined total of nearly 50 years of
music teaching experience. The panel provided clarification on the wording of Item 6 and on the
format of some demographic items. Item 6, initially two separate items, changed to one two–part
question at the suggestion of the panel. Additionally, the panel suggested I change the multiple
choice groupings in demographic items about age and years of teaching experience to open–
response items. The content validity panel agreed that the quality of performances and recordings
I selected was high, and that the listener would likely be able to focus on choral tone with few
distractions in regards to other elements of the performance and/or recording.
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Field test participants (N = 4) were two males and two females with degrees in choral
conducting and/or music education and a combined total of approximately 30 years of music
teaching experience. I recruited field test participants via email. Participants made suggestions
and I made revisions in accordance with their suggestions. Item 3 of each set included the term
“nasally” and was changed to “forward.” Items 2, 3, and 4 originally read, “The choral tone is
too…” At the suggestion of field test participants, I removed the word “too” in order to eliminate
positive or negative connotation from the descriptive items.
Participants for a subsequent pilot study (N = 8) were practicing (n = 5) and preservice (n
= 3) choral directors in the southern United States. I recruited pilot study participants via email.
As a result of the pilot study, two audio samples were removed and two were replaced (see Table
2). Reasons for removal included low interjudge reliability and/or discovery of more appropriate
examples for the anticipated direction of the research.
Reliability
I assessed reliability of the CTA using the test–retest method in a pilot sample of eight
choir directors. These responses were not included in the results of the main study. In order to
test reliability, responses to each sample’s Item 5, “This is an appropriate choral tone…,” were
analyzed. Any audio samples with responses receiving a reliability coefficient at or lower than r
= .5 for “appropriateness” were removed or replaced. Samples removed due to low reliability
were “Arirang” (r = .13) and “Great God Almighty” (r = .54). Although “Great God Almighty''
was on the cusp, I felt I found a better quality of recording in “Gather at the River.”
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Table 2
Replaced and Removed Audio Samples
Original Sample

Composer/Arranger

Replacement Sample

Composer/Arranger

Jesus is the Light

Hezekiah Walker

What if God

Christopher Brinson

Great God Almighty

Stacey Gibbs

Gather at the River

Stacey Gibbs

Arirang

Byung Hee Oh

Victimae Paschali Laudes Michael Engelhardt

Procedures
I sent an electronic version of the CTA to regional, state, and national music education
organizations who distributed the survey to participants via email. I also posted the survey in
music educator groups on Facebook. The instrument was embedded with instructions and eight
audio recordings of performing choirs. Participants were asked to listen to each recording,
answer the five Likert–scale items for each recording by selecting the number best representing
their judgement, and to respond to one open–ended item for each recording. Participants were
given no length requirement or limit on the open–ended item. I estimated the length of the survey
at approximately 10 minutes.
Data Analysis
I calculated frequencies for responses to Items 1–5 for each audio sample. I used a
Kruskal–Wallis one–way analysis of variance test to analyze differences in perception of choral
tone quality by years of teaching experience (preservice, novice, intermediate, experienced). This
nonparametric test was the most appropriate option to analyze comparisons using ordinal data.
The dependent variable was participants’ numeric response to the CTA item, “This is an
appropriate choral tone for this style of music.” The independent variable was teaching
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experience (1 = 0 years, 2 = 1 to 6 years, 3 = 7 to 17 years, 4 = 18 or more years). An alpha level
of .05 was used as a measure of statistical significance.
To determine the range of themes that survey respondents wrote about in the open–ended
short–answer portion, I used an unsupervised topic modeling approach called Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). LDA is a type of sorting algorithm that generates two
outputs: word lists of the most prevalent key terms based on term co–occurrence within
documents, and topic proportions for the corpus. Both qualitative and quantitative information is
generated through this process. For example, the terms “to” and “the” often occur together in
spoken and written language, e.g. “I went to the store.” Words are sorted based on proximity
within the documents, not because they are semantically related. Topic category names are
qualitatively assigned based on the relatedness of the key terms in each category. Every word in
every document has some probability of occurring in every topic; however, some words are more
likely to appear in some topics and as such, “rise to the top.” The number of topics is
qualitatively chosen as well, as there is no empirical “best” way to determine the true number of
topics within a set of documents. The LDA process was used to generate models with 5, 10, 15,
and 20 topics. I selected the model with 10 topics because it provided the most salient and
cohesive key terms.
Results
Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 1 (see Table 3) revealed 77.6%
of respondents strongly agreed that the tone was healthy. Sixty percent of respondents felt the
tone was not pushed/strained and the majority of respondents agreed or somewhat agreed the
tone was bright/forward. Over 90% of respondents strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone
was stylistically appropriate.
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Table 3
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 1
Item

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

4%

0%

1.6%

16.8%

77.6%

5

The choral tone is pushed/strained

60%

20%

4%

14.4%

1.6%

1

The choral tone is bright/forward

8.8%

28%

16%

37.6%

9.6%

3

12.8%

32.8%

16%

32%

6.4%

3

.8%

2.4%

0%

17.6%

79.2%

5

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

4.8%

17.6%

11.2%

28.8%

37.6%

4

The choral tone is pushed/strained

22.4%

25.6%

16.8%

27.2%

8%

3

The choral tone is bright/forward

0%

3.2%

3.2%

13.6%

80%

5

84.8%

11.2%

1.6%

2.4%

0%

1

.8%

.8%

4.8%

18.4%

75.2%

5

This is healthy choral tone

The choral tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music

Table 4
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 2
Item

This is healthy choral tone

The choral tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music

Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 2 (see Table 4) revealed 37.6%
of respondents strongly agreed that the tone was healthy. Forty–eight percent of respondents
strongly or somewhat disagreed the tone was pushed/strained and 93.6% of respondents agreed
or somewhat agreed the tone was bright/forward. Over 90% of respondents strongly agreed or
somewhat agreed the tone was stylistically appropriate.
Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 3 (see Table 5) revealed 73.6%
of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed that the tone was healthy. Fifty–six percent of
respondents strongly or somewhat agreed the tone was pushed/strained and the majority
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Table 5
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 3
Item

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

1.6%

16.8%

8%

48%

25.6%

4

The choral tone is pushed/strained

20.8%

12.8%

10.4%

52%

4%

4

The choral tone is bright/forward

2.4%

6.4%

11.2%

54.4%

25.6%

4

44.8%

33.6%

13.6%

6.4%

.8%

2

2.4%

16.8%

9.6%

45.6%

25.6%

4

This is healthy choral tone

The choral tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music

of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed the tone was bright/forward. Over 70% of
respondents strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone was stylistically appropriate.
Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 4 (see Table 6) revealed 94.4%
of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed that the tone was healthy. Over 60% of respondents
felt the tone was not pushed/strained and half of respondents agreed or somewhat agreed the tone
was bright/forward. Over 88% of respondents strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone was
stylistically appropriate.
Table 6
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 4
Item

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

0%

3.2%

2.4%

24.8%

69.6%

5

The choral tone is pushed/strained

63.2%

19.2%

8.8%

8.8%

0%

1

The choral tone is bright/forward

13.6%

10.4%

25.6%

40%

10.4%

4

The choral tone is dark/covered

19.2%

27.2%

26.4%

20.8%

6.4%

3

.8%

7.2%

3.2%

18.4%

70.4%

5

This is healthy choral tone

This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music
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Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 5 (see Table 7) revealed 68.8%
of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed that the tone was healthy. Over 60% of respondents
strongly or somewhat agreed the tone was pushed/strained and the majority of respondents
strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone was bright/forward. Over 89% of respondents
strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone was stylistically appropriate.
Table 7
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 5
Item

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

3.2%

16%

12%

39.2%

29.6%

4

The choral tone is pushed/strained

14.4%

14.4%

9.6%

55.2%

6.4%

4

The choral tone is bright/forward

.8%

4%

4.8%

32.8%

57.6%

5

62.4%

21.6%

8%

7.2%

.8%

1

0%

2.4%

8%

31.2%

58.4%

5

This is healthy choral tone

The choral tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music

Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 6 (see Table 8) revealed 52% of
respondents strongly or somewhat agreed that the tone was healthy. Over 70% of respondents
felt the tone was pushed/strained and the majority of respondents strongly agreed the tone was
bright/forward. Over 70% of respondents strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone was
stylistically appropriate.
Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 7 (see Table 9) revealed 76.8%
of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed that the tone was healthy. Exactly the same
percentage of respondents (46.4%) felt the tone was pushed/strained or not pushed/strained with
7.2% of respondents neither agreeing or disagreeing, and 43.2% of respondents somewhat
agreeing. The majority of respondents somewhat or strongly disagreed the tone was
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Table 8
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 6
Item

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

16%

20%

12%

28%

24%

4

The choral tone is pushed/strained

10.4%

8%

9.6%

39.2%

32.8%

4

The choral tone is bright/forward

.8%

2.4%

4.8%

13.6%

78.4%

5

80.8%

9.6%

4.8%

3.2%

.8%

1

3.2%

11.2%

12%

24.8%

48.8%

4

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

.8%

13.6%

8.8%

38.4%

38.4%

4

The choral tone is pushed/strained

25.6%

20.8%

7.2%

43.2%

3.2%

3

The choral tone is bright/forward

25.6%

35.2%

12%

24%

3.2%

2

4%

13.6%

9.6%

47.2%

25.6%

4

3.2%

22.4%

13.6%

35.2%

25.6%

4

This is healthy choral tone

The choral tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music

Table 9
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 7
Item

This is healthy choral tone

The choral tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music

bright/forward. Over 60% of respondents strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone was
stylistically appropriate.
Frequency of responses for items 1–5 for Audio Sample 8 (see Table 10) revealed 67.2%
of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed that the tone was healthy. Over 50% of respondents
felt the tone was pushed/strained. Only 44.8% of respondents strongly or somewhat agreed the
tone was bright/forward, while 33.6% neither agreed nor disagreed. Over 80% of respondents
strongly agreed or somewhat agreed the tone was stylistically appropriate.
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Table 10
Survey Responses for Audio Sample 8
Item

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Median

2.4%

16.8%

13.6%

37.6%

29.6%

4

The choral tone is pushed/strained

15.2%

18.4%

8.8%

45.6%

12%

4

The choral tone is bright/forward

4.8%

16.8%

33.6%

40.8%

4%

3

10.4%

26.4%

36.8%

23.2%

3.2%

3

2.4%

7.2%

6.4%

30.4%

53.6%

5

This is healthy choral tone

The choral tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate tone for this
style of music

I conducted a Kruskal–Wallis one–way analysis of variance test in order to determine the
effect of teaching experience on teachers’ perception of choral tone in each audio sample. The
dependent variable was participants’ numeric response to the CTA item, “This is an appropriate
choral tone for this style of music.” The independent variable was years of teaching experience.
No statistically significant differences were found for teaching experience in Audio Sample 1 (H
= 1.16, 3 df, p = .764, η2 = -0.02), Audio Sample 2 (H = 1.89, 3 df, p = .597, η2 = -0.01), Audio
Sample 4 (H = 3.58, 3 df, p = .311, η2 = 0.00), Audio Sample 5 (H = 4.61, 3 df, p = .202, η2 =
0.01), Audio Sample 6 (H = 7.71, 3 df, p = .052, η2 = 0.04), or Audio Sample 7 (H = .20, 3 df, p =
.977, η2 = -0.02).
Statistically significant differences were found for teaching experience in Audio Sample
3 (H = 14.05, 3 df, p = .003, η2 = 0.09). Experienced teachers (Mdn = 3.32) rated appropriateness
significantly lower than Preservice teachers (Mdn = 4.11) (H = 25.27, 3 df, p = .022, η2 = 0.18),
Novice teachers (Mdn = 3.95) (H = 17.14, 3 df, p = .032, η2 = 0.12), and Intermediate teachers
(Mdn = 4.26) (H = 28.63, 3 df, p = <.001, η2 = 0.21).
Statistically significant differences were also found for teaching experience in Audio
Sample 8 (H = 17.37, 3 df, p = .001, η2 = 0.12). Experienced teachers (Mdn = 4.04) rated
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appropriateness significantly lower than Novice teachers (Mdn = 4.78) (H = 31.26, 3 df, p =
<.001, η2 = 0.23) and Intermediate teachers (Mdn = 4.45) (H = 15.49, 3 df, p = .042, η2 = 0.10).
Preservice teachers (Mdn = 4.27) rated appropriateness significantly lower than Novice teachers
(Mdn = 4.78) (H = 23.63, 3 df, p = .025, η2 = 0.17). Intermediate teachers (Mdn = 4.45) rated
appropriateness significantly lower than Novice teachers (Mdn = 4.78) (H = 15.77, 3 df, p = .035,
η2 = 0.11).
For the open–ended items, I generated a model with 10 topics because 10 topics provided
the most salient and cohesive key terms (see Table 11). As Nelson (2017) noted, computers excel
at sorting information while humans excel at interpreting it. The algorithm assigns word
probability per topic without any researcher–provided parameters. Based on this “unsupervised”
approach, we can see grand patterns in language used by choir directors in describing choral
music. Topics were named in order to identify and reflect those patterns through a theme of each
group of words. Some topics relate directly to choral tone while others refer to related areas.
Words descriptive of tone quality feature prominently, providing interesting key terms due to the
figurative nature of tone descriptors.
While all key terms may not seem overtly relevant to choral tone, the comments provide
context. For example, the topic I named “Culture” included words like “brightness,” “forward,”
and “richness,” coupled with words like “culture” and “Asian,” indicating a proximal
relationship between those terms. Comments also provide context to the nature of the
relationship between terms within a given topic. For example, the proximal relationship between
the words “Gospel,” “unhealthy,” and “strained” suggests it was common for participants to use
such terminology in descriptions of choral tone in the sample they described as having a
“Gospel” style. My qualitative interpretation of these algorithm–provided topics is that
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Table 11
Topic Modeling Results for Item 6
Topic name

Key terms

Example quote

Mechanism

singing voice sung great range tones
recording performance tension nasal
pitch piece encourage supported genre
soft free mechanism sing perfect

“It sounds like it is sung by people
accustomed to singing in this
tone, who have developed the
muscular control endurance to
use their chest voice (heavy
mechanism) in this style
effectively.”

Gospel

style music sounds healthy choral
piece vocal gospel production sing don’t [sic]
sound unhealthy pushed strained good
tone change pushing ensemble

“The tenors/men do feel somewhat
pushed, as gospel music doesn't
really have a bass part…”

Mature

sound choir make throat relax sopranos
mature line renaissance supported full air
classical men sections chest tone sample
time excellent

“This tone is relaxed, mature, and
free.”

Stylistically
appropriate

bright sound forward nasal pushed forced warm
song stylistically wouldn’t [sic] larynx
supported tone mask support correct hear
parts open volume

“The choral tone is very nasal, but
fitting and appropriate for this
culture and style.”

American tone

placement clear back nice focus dynamics round
feel vibrato louder men heavy American
traditional unified focused color long makes
tones

“Open throat, low larynx, free
vibrato, high soft palate, round
vowels… I would be interested
to hear this song sung more like
an American folk song.”

Culture

singing culture brightness improve feel blend
type sounds practice forward richness vocal
mouth fine unison lowered Asian pieces
kind text

“Ping–y tone. Bright Asian folk
style.”

Choral blend
and balance

voices strained upper notes lower vibrato register
blend treble balance soprano men strong love
improve loud lot sing natural rounded

“I loved the presence overall. I
think I would work to better
balance the lower voices so
it's not so top–heavy. The
sopranos are the only ones that
felt a little strained…”

Men

beautiful placement sounded understand times
song bass balanced consonants men darker
dynamic pronunciation feels back pushed
accurate end individual isn’t [sic]

“I would work to balance the tone
between the men and women.
There are times when the men
are dark and covered while the
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Table 11 (Continued)
Topic Modeling Results for Item 6
Topic name

Key terms

Example quote
ladies are more bright and
forward.”

Range

tenors sopranos basses group opinion musical
doesn’t [sic] side low piece ranges personally
completely chest strident tune spiritual
brighten free vibrato

“The sopranos sang in a much more
covered and less bright
placement at the top
of their ranges.”

Resonance

tone bit singers dark forward work vowels
covered straight voice slightly breath full
open space sound quality resonance darker rich

“It is covered, low larynx,
high soft palate, but it still has
plenty of forward resonance.”

participants were likely to couple criticism words with words representing styles from outside
the Western European choral tradition. Additionally, participants were likely to use terminology
representative of stylistic appropriateness and vocal health, suggesting the importance of these
concepts in choral music education.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to measure the effect of teaching experience on choir
teachers’ perceptions of choral tone in a variety of musical styles. Results from this study
revealed statistically significant differences of perceived appropriate choral tone by years of
teaching experience with the more experienced teachers perceiving tone demonstrated in Audio
Samples 3 and 8 as less appropriate than those with less teaching experience. This result is in
alignment with others, like Standley and Madsen (1991), who found significant differences in
performance ratings by experience groupings with the more experienced teachers rating
performances lower than the less experienced teachers.
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Audio Sample 3, Stacey Gibbs’ arrangement of “Gather at the River” is performed by the
Aeolians of Oakwood University. Discrepancy exists in response frequencies on items about
health and appropriateness, and the majority of respondents only somewhat agreed the choral
tone was healthy and stylistically appropriate. I was surprised by these results, as the Aeolians
are presently one of the most highly–respected collegiate choral ensembles in the United States.
Lack of strong agreement may be a result of the combination of styles in Gibbs’ arrangement.
Spirituals are typically sung with vibrato, while choral jazz arrangements are typically not, due to
the close harmonies. The Aeolians’ performance of this arrangement is sung with little vibrato.
Survey responses may, therefore, be a reflection of the debate surrounding use of vibrato in the
choral setting (Daffern, 2017; Ford, 2003; Mann, 2014). This possibility is supported by the topic
modeling results, with “spiritual,” “free,” “vibrato,” and “strident” appearing in the same topic
(“Range”).
Audio Sample 8 is a recording of the University of Arkansas Inspirational Chorale
performing Christopher Brinson’s “What if God.” Discrepancy exists in response frequencies on
items about health, but the majority of respondents strongly agreed the choral tone was
stylistically appropriate. It is a possibility that because Gospel traditionally has three–part
voicing, choir directors who are used to hearing a bass part hear the lowest part, tenor, and
assume the men singing tenor are having to push or strain to sing in the tenor range. This
possibility is supported by the topic modeling results, with “gospel,” “pushed,” “pushing,” and
“unhealthy” appearing in the same topic (“Gospel”).
Another possible explanation for the findings is a lack of exposure to and familiarity with
the singing styles in Audio Samples 3 and 8. Familiarity impacts musical preference
(Hargreaves, 1982; Radocy, 1982; Murdock, 2015), which in turn may influence decision–
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making regarding other factors such as appropriateness of the choral tone. If survey participants
failed to recognize the jazz influence in Audio Sample 3 they may have inadvertently considered
the straight–tone singing to be stylistically inappropriate. Similarly, unfamiliarity with the
contemporary Gospel style and its performance practices may have made participants more
likely to assign a high rating to appropriateness due to naïve awareness of exotic features
(Howell, 1986) or may have made participants more likely to assign a low rating to health due to
preference (Murdock, 2015).
Both Audio Samples 3 and 8 are of American music, which may entitle participants, all
American, to provide more critical feedback due to perceived familiarity with American styles.
However, these styles did not evolve from the European Western choral tradition emphasized in
the American choral canon. Interestingly, Audio Samples 3 and 8 were the only recordings in the
survey of American Black music and the only American recordings in the survey not derived
from the European Western choral tradition. It is possible that survey participants may
inadvertently exhibit bias against American styles that evolved from other cultures’ tone
traditions in favor of the traditional European Western choral tone. As Murdock (2015) stated:
The result is that the tones are unique to certain world music, the Black idioms such as
Negro spirituals, Gospel, jazz, and blues, and some forms of popular music—in their
truest historical forms—are absent from the choral tone color palette. This lack of
knowledge of performance practice is a catalyst for cultural hegemony in choral music.
(p. 21)
Survey participants with 18 or more years of teaching experience ranked Audio Samples
3 and 8 lower than any other teaching group ranked the same samples. As is stated previously,
this finding may be linked to familiarity with the music styles in Audio Samples 3 and 8. The
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tone used in Audio Sample 3, “Gather at the River,” is similar to tone used in other styles of
contemporary choral music that also comprise close harmonies. This style of straight–tone
contemporary choral singing may be more familiar to younger teachers, who likely experienced
singing in similar styles (music of Barnum, Gjeilo, Whitacre, for example) in their high school or
university ensembles, than to teachers who were in university ensembles before the rise in
popularity of these styles. The tone quality used in contemporary Gospel music is similar to tone
used in many contemporary popular music styles. It is possible that since preservice, novice, and
even intermediate teachers are younger, they may be more familiar with contemporary popular
music styles than teachers who have been teaching for 18 or more years. Additionally, Gospel
and spirituals are permeating the scholastic choral scene with increased popularity as concert
closers among choral musicians and audiences (Murdock, 2015). This growing popularity
insinuates that the younger a choral musician is, the more likely it is they have frequently
experienced singing in these styles.
Limitations
Audio samples used in this survey were not selected or approved by anyone trained in
non–Western music or Western non–art music and, therefore, may not have been
comprehensively representative of the cultures from which they derived.
Audio samples were in an intentionally randomized order, not grouped by style, and were
presented in that same order to each survey participant. As a result, issues of survey fatigue may
have contributed to the findings of this study. Regardless, I still found significant differences,
even given this potential issue.
Participants in this study were not ethnically or racially very diverse. Additionally, I
neglected to request background information on each participant’s experience in different types
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of music. Future research may attempt to recruit a more diverse sample of participants and more
thoroughly investigate the relationship between participants’ history and experiences in music
and their preferences and perceptions of choral tone.
Implications
Based on the findings in this study, choir teachers may consider becoming more familiar
with a variety of singing styles and appropriate tone qualities for those styles. More familiarity
with a variety of genres will contribute to familiarity with appropriate tone for each genre and
may positively impact personal preference. Choir teachers can learn about appropriate singing
styles by attending professional development conferences and performances. This regular
exposure to best practices in choral tone in a variety of musical styles may inform teaching
practices as they relate to tone. It may additionally influence literature selection, which in turn
may influence student familiarity with a variety of genres and appropriate tone quality for each.
There are also considerations for Choral Performance Assessment events. Chairs of such
events might consider pre–screening and/or training of adjudicators. Training might include
multicultural music performance practice considerations, like how to provide feedback and
scores on styles and tone qualities with which one is unfamiliar. Such trainings could inform
less–familiar adjudicators and, therefore, contribute to teachers’ continued exploration of a
variety of genres and their appropriate tone practices.
Future research is needed in regard to perception of choral tone. Research should explore
choral music teacher training and professional development offerings in tone practices of a
variety of cultures. This could include a comprehensive review of current university choral music
education program requirements and of recent professional development offerings regarding
choral tone practices. This could also include a survey of first–year choir teachers, inquiring
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about their perceived preparedness, perceived deficiencies, and current practices in teaching tone
production through a variety of musical styles.
Additionally, research should explore adjudicator training in choral tone, particularly in
multicultural practices. A review of current practices in adjudicator training could inform
implementation of guidelines regarding performance practices in multicultural music.
Information on choir teachers’ perceptions of multicultural music adjudication could also prove
useful in uncovering ways to improve the adjudication process.
Future research may also attempt to uncover why results of the present study revealed a
difference in choir directors’ ratings of tone by experience group. These differences may exist as
a result of changing perception over time, different educational experiences at the university
level, or they may be coincidental. A logical next step with this research would be to explore the
possible reasons for the results of this study.
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Chapter 3:
Effects of Teaching Experience and Culture on Choral Directors’ Descriptions of Choral
Tone
Emily Y. Frizzell and Leah C. Windsor
Introduction
The modern choral classroom looks very different from its composition a generation ago.
Homogeneity has yielded to diversity, both in student members and in the types of musical
selections performed. Yet teacher preparation programs have lagged in updating curriculum
responsive to the changing landscape of the student body, and the exposure to diverse,
multicultural music from non–Western settings [1–7]. These demographic and cultural changes
in the classroom have provided opportunities to introduce more diverse musical styles into the
choral repertoire [8,9]. The Western/European canon is yielding to selections from around the
world, like “Balleilakka” from India and “Arirang” from Korea. While teachers and students are
increasingly concerned with authenticity in their representation of non–Western choral music
[2,10,11], teacher preparation programs lag in their requirements of courses that would support
this goal, such as ethnomusicology or vocal pedagogy [3–7,9]. This situation poses a conundrum:
while teachers and students may be open to, and even enthusiastic about, diversifying the choral
music they perform, they may not have requisite proficiency and training to teach or evaluate the
authenticity of their performances [4–7,9]. This may increase implicit bias in judgments of less
familiar, non–Western musical performances, and cause choral teachers to rate elements of
performance practice, like tone quality, of non–Western music as less healthy or appropriate than
more familiar selections.
To better understand this problem, we fielded a survey experiment of choral teachers and
directors to evaluate how they interpret choral tone across a variety of musical styles, and how
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their perceptions are influenced by their age, experience, and cultural perspective. In this paper,
we provide a discussion of the theoretical frameworks for evaluating choral tone and what a
“good” choral music performance sounds like in practice in the classroom. Given variation in
choral tone practices across musical styles, we pose the question of whether there is an objective
standard of performance excellence in choral tone, or if beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
Or, are standards of beauty enculturated through deliberate pedagogy that sets standards
for how teachers in the United States evaluate choral performances? National and state standards
for high school and middle school performing ensembles encourage diversity in exposure to
different genres of music [12]. In teacher preparation programs, similar standards exist but
merely serve as a framework for degree programs [13]. Flexibility within this framework allows
instructors in university choral music programs develop their own curriculum, commonly
resulting in a Western–centric education [2,3,6,9,10]. Choral directors in the United States are,
therefore, being taught to identify and teach particular, culturally–bounded standards of choral
tone to their students [3,6,10,14].
Yet in our globalized educational environment, students and teachers are increasingly
likely to encounter performances from other cultures and genres. Contemporary pre–service
teachers are primarily comprised of people from the “Generation Z” cohort, taught in university
settings by Millennials, Generation X’ers, and Boomers. These generational cohorts may
experience cultures of music differently. The Generation Z cohort is the first digitally native
group of post–secondary students who have grown up in an entirely digitized, online world [15].
This “borderless” environment makes global culture accessible to the youngest cohort in a fluent,
effortless way. Yet the terminology they learn that defines good, bad, healthy, and appropriate
choral tone was not generated in such a borderless, globalized environment. Traditional Western
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choral traditions have not evolved to accommodate the changing landscape of musical influences
in the Western choral classroom.
Furthermore, the textbook lexicon used to define choral tone is imprecise and limited in
scope. We suggest that that evaluation metrics designed to describe traditional Western choral
tone may not translate effectively for describing choral tone from other traditions. Implicit biases
may influence choral teachers’, and their students’, perceptions of choral tone from non–Western
choral traditions [8,16,17].
In posing these questions, we expect that years of teaching experience will influence how
choral teachers and directors rate health and appropriateness of choral tone in musical
performances. However, by including a variety of musical styles, we also are able to analyze
how choral teachers perceive tone from selections outside their educational traditions and
training. Globalization and cultural awareness of cuisine, fashion, art, and music from around the
world is increasing in the United States [8,11,18]. Whereas choral directors may have previously
been exposed primarily to typically “American” and “Western European” selections, today,
choirs are increasingly performing pieces from a variety of cultures [7,19]. Music from across
the world is being integrated into choral performance literature, and this cross–cultural exposure
drives our expectations that teachers may rate choral tone of music from other cultures as less
healthy or appropriate.
In this manuscript we investigate how choral teachers of different experience levels
describe choral tone across a variety of musical styles. We surveyed 125 choir directors from
across the United States, asking them to rate the health and appropriateness of choral tone in a
variety of choral performances on a scale of 1 through 5, and also to provide descriptive
feedback about their choice in an open–ended question. We find that years of experience
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influence choral teachers’ perceptions of choral tone across different genres more than does
cultural “proximity” to the musical style of the selection. From the perspective of implicit bias,
these findings are encouraging and suggest that the gap between theory—the curriculum taught
in choral teacher preparation programs—and practice—years of experience in the classroom—is
stronger than the gaps between different cultures.
Although tone is a primary facet of choral performance, discrepancies still exist regarding
characteristics of “good” choral tone. Tone, like many aspects of music, is subjective in nature
[20–23]. Choral tone preferences may vary, and descriptions of choral tone may vary as a result
[20,22,24,25]. The motivation for this paper is to address the lack of agreement in choral tone
descriptions among choir directors. The purpose of this study is to identify what factors may
influence choral directors’ descriptions of choral tone across a variety of musical styles. This will
enable choir directors to mindfully approach teaching choral tone with research–based methods
of instruction.
This paper proceeds as follows. We first provide context in a review of literature for
factors relating to choral tone as it is taught to preservice choral music educators. We then
theorize about how generational divides and cultural constructs shape how choral teachers
evaluate performances. We then describe the procedures and methodology of our analyses of
choral directors’ descriptions of choral tone. Then, we deliver our results, including the
significant differences between choral directors’ descriptions of choral tone. We end with a
discussion of how knowledge of choral directors’ descriptions of choral tone can influence the
future of teacher training and professional development in choral music education.
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Literature Review
The quality of choral tone is embedded in two key concepts: health and appropriateness.
Choral directors evaluate their students’ voices along these two dimensions: if their musical
instrument—their voice—is producing sound in a healthy and non–damaging way; and if the
style of their sound is appropriate for the music they are singing. Research has demonstrated that
quality ratings may differ between experience groups, with preservice teachers rating lower than
more experienced teachers [25–27]. Additionally, music preference may evolve with exposure to
a variety of musical styles, but is dependent on several factors, including systematic and cultural
influences [19,28,29]. Furthermore, preference may influence ratings of music performances
[16,17]. These results align with our findings that experience groups rate choral tone differently
across a variety of musical styles, with less experienced teachers assigning higher ratings to
health and appropriateness of choral tone than more experienced teachers. This poses two
potential problems: first, how do standards and perceptions of quality choral tone change with
years of teaching experience; and what effect does the globalization of musical styles have on the
perception of choral tone by Western–trained practitioners?
Current Status of the Field: A lack of universal lexicon
A scholastic choir director’s job includes training students how to read music, produce healthy
tones, analyze the text of musical selections, research the historical and cultural context, and
apply these constructs to the performance of the selection [12]. For choral competitions, directors
select an array of music to prepare and perform with their students. While expectations vary from
one event to another, directors include literature from a variety of styles, commonly including
“common practice” (i.e., music of Baroque, Classical, and Romantic periods), spiritual,
contemporary choral, and multicultural styles. Multicultural music is often outside the cultural
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experience of choral teachers in the United States [1,3–7], and due diligence requires researching
the history, language, pronunciation, and culture of the song and its composer. This may entail
exposing students to these aspects of the music by showing videos and playing recordings of
music performances from the same culture.
Choir directors are taught to ensure students pronounce the text correctly, sing with the
healthy tone, and incorporate the appropriate performance practice techniques [30–32].
Although choir directors are diligent in their preparation, judges’ interpretations and assessments
of the choral performance, particularly in regard to choral tone, can vary widely [20,23]. While
some judges, who are commonly well–respected choral directors, may provide positive feedback
(“You must be so dedicated to get that kind of sound out of such young singers!”), others may
express reservations (“This tone is unacceptable. It’s too pressed. It’s too bright. This is an
inappropriate use of chest voice. You clearly don’t understand healthy phonation for teenage
singers.”)
There is no objective standard for choral tone that choir teachers use as a guide
[20,23,25]. Even though national and state departments of education provide content– and
grade–specific standards, they are vague and leave much room for interpretation. These
standards mandate the implementation of a “varied repertoire of music representing diverse
cultures,” but do not provide activities or pedagogy [12]. In “On the Art of Singing,” Miller
writes that the “language describing breath management, laryngeal function, and resonator
response should not be inventions of the moment. These are functions common to all who
breathe and phonate, and can be described through precise language [33].” Yet in practice, choral
teachers are not given universal precise language to convey to students how to produce an ideal
tone. Experiencing vocal tone is subjective [20,23], and as Miller notes, “Managing one’s own
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instrument and describing how it feels to oneself is not sufficient for the instruction of others
[34].” As such, choral teachers are caught in between imprecise descriptions of vocal tone, their
own vocal experiences, and objective mandates to teach with consistency.
As McKinney (2005) notes, “A necessary prerequisite of establishing good phonatory
habits is for the singer or speaker to possess a valid concept of good vocal sound” [31]. Good
vocal sound is described as: freely produced; pleasant to listen to; loud enough to be heard
easily; rich, ringing, and resonant; energy flows smoothly from note to note; consistently
produced; vibrant, dynamic, and alive; flexibly expressive [31]. On the other hand, poor vocal
sound is described as: constricted, forced, or strained; strident or rasping; too loud, resembling
shouting or yelling; hoarse; breathy; weak, colorless, or devitalized; inconsistently produced;
shaky or wobbly [31].
Music across cultures: A diverse student population
We identify four different cultural factors that influence choral performance in the United States:
culture among students; culture in teacher preparation; culture across age demographics; and
culture across musical styles in the world. To understand bias, we must understand culture.
Culture itself can be difficult to define in the modern classroom. The terrain of Western choral
music is well–worn, but classrooms and teacher preparation programs are at the frontier of
addressing with serious consideration how to meaningfully integrate world music into the
modern American choral classroom [2,3,6,9,10,14,18].
The student body present in choral music programs is more diverse today than in
previous generations [8,35,36]. Yet teacher preparation programs still cater to a homogenous
student body by providing preservice choir teachers with limited exposure to non–Western music
[2–7,10]. Students today come differently prepared, from different educational backgrounds.
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They may be recent immigrants or speak English as a second language; as Gluszek and Dovidio
found non–native speakers who spoke with an accent experienced a feeling of a lack of
belonging [37]. Others have investigated the ways in which non–native accents can affect value
judgments from native speakers, including the perception that there are good and bad accents,
and right and wrong pronunciations of language [38,39]. It stands to reason that the judgments of
singing, as a melodic production of language, may also be subject to these kinds of inherent
biases [16,17,40].
There are normative implications of speaking English with a non–native accent as well.
Different L1 (first language) backgrounds often influence pronunciation of English words [41].
One perspective suggests that all accents are acceptable permutations of Standard American
English, and that one singular “English” does not exist. However, this abuts a “clash of
civilizations” perspective which suggests that Standard American English (SAE) is preferable
[42,43]. One such discussion involves SAE and AAVE, or African American Vernacular English
as a being a dialect, diglossia, difference, or deficit [44]. In other words, is difference just
different, or is it inferior? Others have drawn on historical inequities related to language policing
of indigenous populations in North America, and the resurgent trend to revitalize indigenous
language programs and increase their usage [45]. These biases related to the appropriateness of
spoken English may also be present in the choral classroom, whether implicit or overt.
Culture in teacher preparation
Since music programmed by instructors is largely Western in derivation [3,4,6], it
follows that the tone required for those musics receives more time and attention than tone from
any other culture or practice. Furthermore, courses in subjects such as ethnomusicology, vocal
pedagogy, and choral literature may be offered at the majority of universities [4,46,47], but are
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not universally required of students in choral music education programs [4]. Therefore, students
may be graduating with limited knowledge in non–Western music practices such as multicultural
music traditions, diverse tone production practices, and varied repertoire [1,4,5]. Prioritization of
Western choral tone techniques may result in preservice music educator unfamiliarity with
practices in multicultural music [3–6,10], particularly practices in healthy and appropriate tone
production [48]. Choral director unfamiliarity with healthy tone production across styles may
result in the inability to detect student vocal health problems across styles [49]. Choral director
unfamiliarity with appropriate tone production across styles may result in the inability to detect
inappropriate tone production across styles, potentially leading to offensive performance practice
[3,14,48–50]. Can better education of preservice choral music educators help the choral
community preserve distinctive cultural traditions?
In the Western choral tradition, particularly in the United States, choir directors are
taught to sing and to teach students to sing with a lowered larynx, rounded lips, tall vowels, and
other similar parameters in order to facilitate a clear, resonant sound [31,33,49]. Additionally,
choir directors place priority in maintaining blend and balance across the ensemble [30,32].
Techniques used to teach blend and balance do not necessarily translate to other styles of choral
music [49,51]. Furthermore, these techniques used to achieve blend and balance in American
choral singing may result in less resonant tone production from individual choristers, potentially
contributing to vocal exhaustion and intonation issues [51].
Preservice choral music educators are trained primarily in these practices. When they matriculate
to teaching, choir directors may assume these practices are appropriate for all styles of choral
music [48]. They may errantly encourage students to sing multicultural music selections with the
same techniques they use in Western art music, resulting in inappropriate performance practice
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[3,14,48,50,52]. Choral standards of beauty vary from culture to culture. Assumption that
familiar practices in tone production are appropriate for unfamiliar music styles can lead to
choral students’ ignorance of culturally appropriate practices, potentially furthering problems of
offensive performance practice, ethnocentrism, and bias [3,14,50,52].
Generational divides
Research shows choral directors with more experience rate choral performances higher
than choral directors with less experience, suggesting choral directors’ perceptions change with
years of experience [25–27]. The Pew Research Center operationalizes these generational divides
into distinct cultures, as shown in Table 1. The oldest generations are the Silent and Boomer
generations that include people born between 1928–1964. The next generation, born between
1965–1980, is called Generation X. People born between 1981–1996 are considered part of the
Millennial generation, and people born between 1997–2012 are part of Generation Z. The most
experienced teachers today are part of the Silent and Boomer generations. This generation came
of age during the time when the electric typewriter was invented and perfected. Members of the
next generation, Gen X, came of age during the computer revolution. The Silent, Boomer, and
Gen X generations all drew information from Encyclopedia Brittanica, which was sold door–to–
door until 1996. The following generation, the Millennials, were the first generation to
experience the Internet revolution, and the most recent generation, Generation Z, are the first
“digital native” generation [53]. Members of Gen Z have grown up in a fully accessible online
environment, with ubiquitous access to mobile devices and unfettered, instantaneous access to
information all over the world.
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Table 1. Generational divides (Source: Pew research)
Generation
Silent
Boomer
Gen X
Millennial
Gen Z

Born
1928–1945
1946–1964
1965–1980
1981–1996
1997–2012

People from all these generations are in classrooms today. Members of the Silent and
Boomer generations have between 14–40 years of experience. Gen X teachers have between 16–
31 years of experience, and Millennial teachers have between 7–17 years of experience. People
born in Generation Z have the least experience as pre–service teachers, and they are the closest
to the theoretical foundations of choral pedagogy. Millennials are novice teachers having a mean
of seven years of classroom experience. The modal value of teaching experience for Gen X is 25
years, and for Boomers and the Silent generations the modal value is 35 years. These
generational distinctions influence the cultural perspectives teachers bring to the classroom, both
as choral teachers and as cultural ambassadors of their generation.
The gap between the theory—what choral directors learn in teacher preparation
programs—and the practice—what choral directors learn during their years teaching in the
classroom, grows with years of teaching experience. Additionally, teachers may have different
perceptions about, and exposure to, music from non–Western traditions. They may utilize
technology differently to access, research, and interpret music from outside the canonical
teachings. The digital native Gen Z generation is fluent in the culture of social media, and may
have more exposure to global culture through their diverse classmates and through their online
connections.
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Western choral tradition in a globalized world
World music has occasionally entered mainstream Western music, increasing wider
exposure to unfamiliar instruments and sounds [24–26]. In 1965, the Beatles released Rubber
Soul, which featured the sitar and popularized Indian music. Reggae music was born in Jamaica
in 1968, steeped in both African and Latin/Calypso genres. In 1986, Paul Simon featured
Ladysmith Black Mambazo on his Graceland album. In 1996, Putumayo World Music began
releasing compilations of global music popular in cafes with broad appeal, spanning the
Americas, Africa, Asia, and Europe. In 2004, Gwen Stefani popularized the Japanese Harajuku
culture in her debut solo album, and in 2008 the movie Slumdog Millionaire popularized
Bollywood–style music with the Oscar–winning song “Jai Ho,” which was largely marketed to
Western audiences. More recently, music from the Korean peninsula has entered Western
mainstream music through “Gangnam Style” (Psy) and K–pop bands through “Hallyu,” a
deliberate strategy to promote Korean culture more broadly [55]. Some popular world music has
not only entered mainstream Western culture, but has also permeated the Western choral music
scene. For example, “Jai Ho” from Slumdog Millionaire was arranged for choir by Ethan Sperry
and became a popular performance choice for high school choirs across America [56].
Choral directors can learn many different approaches to teaching music depending upon
the type of degree program they follow. While some programs require courses in vocal
pedagogy, choral literature, and ethnomusicology, others do not [4,47]. The gap between
teachers well–prepared and under–prepared to teach a diverse student body depends largely upon
the type of curriculum they encountered at the post–secondary level [3,6]. Choral performance
standards, including tone–related standards, vary from culture to culture. Choir performance is a
cultural construct, with variations in expectation for volume, posture, and artistic technique such
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as ululation, trilling, yodeling, and vibrato [57]. The majority of licensed choir teachers graduate
college with a degree in choral music education. University degree plans in choral music
education may meet accreditation standards set by the National Association of Schools of Music
(NASM), but may comprise different courses and requirements within those standards.
Therefore, for better or for worse, not all degrees are created equal. For example, in regard to
content, repertories, and methods, the NASM Handbook (2019–2020) states:
With regard to specifics, music has a long history, many repertories, multiple connections
with cultures, and numerous successful methodologies. Content in and study of these
areas is vast and growing. Each music unit is responsible for choosing among these
materials and approaches when establishing basic requirements consistent with NASM
standards and the expectations of the institution [13].
While these liberties allow for relevant, practical, and accessible higher education in
music, they leave enough flexibility that certain student experiences, like exposure to
multicultural content, may be limited [1,3,6]. In regard to tone quality, students do not typically
take a singular course on the subject, but learn through applied voice lessons and choral
ensembles. Curricula and literature for these courses are selected by the instructor. Instructors
consider many factors when selecting literature, including student performance ability, context of
the performance, variety of style, tempo, language, and more [30,32]. Although variety within
program literature is theoretically prioritized, many instructors select primarily Western art
music [3,6,10].
How can we reconcile the incompatible demands of an absence of professional standards
to describe musical tone, and the mandate that teachers must not rely on their own judgments and
experience to convey the essence of proper vocal sound to students [33,34]? This question is
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already complex when addressed to a singular genre of Western choral style music, and even
more so when teachers are asked to evaluate musical styles and performance practices from a
variety of global genres. To frame these competing demands, we rely on the theories of implicit
bias, cultural exposure, and the gap between theory and practice.
Theory
Two cultures: teaching experience, and globalization
Howell (1982) generated a framework for cultural competence that incorporates elements
of awareness and proficiency [58]. We apply this framework to both cultural awareness of
musical styles and to the culture of classroom experience as shown in Table 2. We suggest that
there is an inverse relationship between years of experience in the classroom and cultural fluency
in different musical genres from throughout the world. The generational divides correspond to
classroom experience in our sample, and in the broader population, and they represent cultural
frames of reference that influence perspectives on global musical traditions beyond the Western
canon. As Pettigrew and Tropp (2005) found, increased intercultural exposure and contact
reduces bias among people from different backgrounds [59]. In a review of bias reduction
strategies, Paluck and Green also found that cross–cultural contact, peer interaction, and
cooperative learning can help to reduce cross–cultural bias through the diffusion of social norms
and the increased proficiency in understanding different perspectives [60].
We acknowledge that there may be outliers among the generational groups we have
defined, and that generational boundaries do not necessarily reflect either closed–mindedness or
myopia about cultural differences. Yet, theories of psychological development suggest that
adolescents and young adults may be more neuro–biologically primed to integrate new
information [61]. Further, communication accommodation theory suggests that social identity is
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reinforced through repeated interaction [62], and that members of linguistic communities
increasingly adopt similar language over time [63]. Along these lines, members of particular
generations innovate and use new terms that mark their group membership, such as awesome,
groovy, rad, and fleek. The usage of these new terms may be counter–balanced in the classroom
by pre–service and novice teachers because of over–reliance on terminology learned by rote,
such as words used to describe the health and appropriateness of choral music. Intermediate and
experienced choral teachers are likely to use terminology that is common among their peer
groups, solidified and reinforced by years of exposure.
Table 2. Competence, culture, and experience
Generation

Gen Z (pre–
service)
0, 1 Years

Years (mean, max)
Unconscious
incompetence
Teaching X
Culture
Conscious
incompetence
Teaching
Culture
Conscious
competence
Teaching
Culture
Unconscious
competence
Teaching
Culture X

Millennial
(Novice)
7, 17 Years

Gen X
(Intermediate)
16, 31 Years

Boomer/Silent
(Experienced)
14, 40 Years

X

X
X

X
X

X

In Howell’s model, the first stage is unconscious incompetence, where individuals are
unaware that they lack a skill set. In this stage, they may adhere rigidly to rules that govern their
current perspective and behavior. In our construct, this describes pre–service music teachers,
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Gen Z, with limited classroom experience, but with a mastery of theoretical rules for teaching
and the production of choral tone. It also may describe the most experienced teachers’ (Boomers
and Silent) perspectives on genres of music outside the tradition they were trained in, i.e.,
Western choral music. We hypothesize that multicultural music, or familiarity to genres of music
through globalism, may stretch the boundaries of comfort or proficiency for experienced teachers
who may have had less exposure to cultural differences in health and appropriateness of choral
tone.
The next stage is conscious incompetence, where teachers with some experience,
Millennials, are cognizant of the skills they lack in the classroom, and are eager to bridge the
gaps between theory and practice in teaching. This stage marks the onset of self–awareness, and
differentiation from textbook definitions of the classroom and the onset of the development of
one’s own teaching style. For this reason, many teachers are assigned mentors to accelerate the
learning and mastery of classroom management and pedagogical skills. This stage also
corresponds to cultural awareness of teachers in Gen X who now have enough classroom
experience, and life experience, to have encountered, researched, and taught music from a
variety of other cultures. For these intermediate teachers, this is the “cultural smorgasbord”
phase, where they are secure in their classroom management and instruction, and begin to
explore different genres of music in earnest, becoming more entrenched in what they know.
Next in Howell’s taxonomy of cultural awareness is conscious competence. At this stage,
people perform tasks with competency, but also with self–awareness. In other words,
intermediate teachers (Gen X) may be reflexively reflecting on their teaching strategies through
active self–critique in the classroom, and adapting their instruction accordingly. In terms of
multicultural music, novice teachers (Millennials) also exhibit conscious competence, as they
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have likely been exposed to a variety of musical genres as students and consumers of global
culture. As instructors, they keep not only the musical genre but also their theoretical knowledge
of vocal health at the forefront of consideration, while maintaining an unbiased, open–minded
approach to stylistic appropriateness of choral tone.
The final stage is unconscious competence, where people are fluent in a behavior and do
not have to deliberately process or reflect on their actions. The most experienced teachers
(Boomers/Silent) demonstrate unconscious competence in their teaching. They have heard so
many voices and instructed so many students that addressing and correcting vocal techniques is
second nature to them. This also corresponds to pre–service teachers (Gen Z) who may
accurately emulate the vocal styles of musical genres outside the Western choral tradition
without considering, or flouting, the health or appropriateness of the selection. Their cultural
proficiency and fluency is derived from having grown up in an era of globalism in music through
unfettered access and exposure online to film and music, and where they likely had teachers who
exposed them to different genres of music. As the diversity within the United States grows,
especially in rural areas and in the Southeastern states, students today are more likely to
personally know people from other countries and cultures.
From this discussion we generate the following expectations:
Expectation 1a: Choral directors with more years’ experience should evaluate
performances as healthier than choral directors with less experience.
Expectation 1b: Choral directors with less experience should evaluate performances as
more appropriate than choral directors with more experience.
Expectation 2: Choral directors should evaluate culturally familiar performances as
healthier and more appropriate than those different from their experience and training.
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Health and appropriateness
Given variations in teaching experience and cultural familiarity, how might teachers differently
identify the health and appropriateness of performances? The differences in culture and
experience may strongly influence new teachers who have been a part of generational
globalization through “MTV” and “Internet revolution”, and who may as a result be more open–
minded about different types of performances. Or, new teachers may be more rigid because they
are fresh from the confines of teacher preparation programs, full of ideals and short on practical
experience. Conversely, are older teachers more rigid in their judgments about concepts of
“other”? Or are they more open–minded about non–traditional selections because they are
buttressed by years of teaching experience?
These concerns relate to the concept of implicit bias, and the circumstances under which
teachers may consider performances as less healthy or appropriate [64]. New teachers may be
more constrained by expectations set through canonical literature, such as Miller, McKinney, and
others, whereas more experienced and expert teachers likely rely on their years of classroom
experience to guide their instruction [31,33,34]. As we noted, however, canonical literature is
light on specifics for describing appropriate vocal tone, particularly across a variety of musical
styles. So while younger teachers may be more likely to be more generous in their assessments
of musical selections from outside the traditional Western canon, they may also fall prey to
judging performances more harshly (in terms of health and appropriateness) because their
training lacks the lexicon and details to support such judgments. On the other hand, while more
experienced teachers have a greater vocabulary and repertoire for describing performance, they
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may also consider non–traditional selections as less healthy or appropriate if they deviate from a
culturally familiar set.
The ultimate outcome, and the one of greatest detriment to students, is that their singing
efforts may not be rewarded. They may feel defeated or disappointed, or that the music they are
singing is culturally inferior. Choir teachers’ intentions may not be malicious; their estimations
of choral tone may result from lack of knowledge or information about what is regarded as
healthy and appropriate in other styles. Yet when choir directors or judges prioritize Western art
music over all else, students learn to value culturally familiar music over multicultural music,
exacerbating ethnocentrism and bias in the choral music community. In our methodological
section, we test differences in teachers’ ratings to determine what attributes of choral teachers’
experience and cultural familiarity, contextualized by their generational categories, matter to
how they rate choral tone across a variety of performances.
Multicultural training that promotes awareness and proficiency in tone production in a
range of choral performance styles can help provide teachers with the language to accurately
teach and judge music from many cultures. When instructions and guidelines provided by
institutions are strong and explicit, it is possible to mitigate the effects of implicit bias and reduce
potential harm to students. As Tetlock and Mitchell (2009) found, implicit bias can be reduced
even through what they term “weak forms of accountability, individuating information, and
training” that institutionalize ways to talk about and think about potential biases [65]. In Figure
1, we demonstrate that when institutions (such as teacher training programs) are weak, the effects
of implicit bias will be more visible (and pernicious).
On the left, we see that unconscious competence and incompetence can increase implicit
bias because instruction and evaluation is happening on “auto pilot.” For pre–service and novice
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teachers, this is over–generalization of information learned by rote. For intermediate and
experienced teachers, this represents decades of terminology, normed over time, and used by
their peer groups. In other words, brand new teachers (Gen Z and Millennials), and the most
experienced, expert teachers (Boomers/Silent) may be most at risk for more mis–evaluating the
health and appropriateness of choral performances of non–Western musical selections. On the
right, we see that institutional strength can mitigate the effects of implicit bias, including a
common lexicon for evaluating health and appropriateness of choral tone across a variety of
musical styles, trainings to standardize approaches to evaluating tone in music performances
from many cultures, and certifications that confer measurable competency and expertise in tone
across a range of musical styles.

Figure 1. Mitigating implicit bias
We note that differentiating between the health and appropriateness of choral tone in a
performance are not necessarily equivalent tasks. Evaluating whether tone is healthy for singers
evokes feelings of concern, well–being, and potential for long–term damage. Learning what
constitutes vocal health may be likened to becoming a medical professional; health is multi–
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dimensional and nuanced, and there are many ways that people may damage the instrument that
is their voice. In the classroom, caring for the vocal instrument may be related more to teaching
experience and recognizing early signals of unhealthy production. While new teachers may be
able to accurately identify whether or not performance practice for a musical selection is
appropriate, they may lack the expertise to identify when someone is damaging their vocal
instrument. Appropriateness, then, may be an easier feature to identify in musical performances.
At present, the lexical landscape of descriptors for vocal tone consists of terms related to
color (bright, dark), shape (tall, round), resonance (covered, open), volume (yelling), texture
(smooth), and strength (forced, devitalized). Choral teachers are not provided with a separate list
of terms to describe appropriate, or inappropriate, vocal sound, although terms for poor vocal
sound tend to overlap with unhealthy practices [57]. Given the lack of terminological distinction
for vocal tone, it is possible that choral teachers mislabel or misclassify unfamiliar musical
performances – those from outside their traditions, culture, and experience – as unhealthy or
stylistically inappropriate.
The language that choral teachers use can also reveal information about their status or
experience. People with higher status or more experience tend to use fewer words to express
themselves, whereas people with lower status or less experience tend to use more words to
express themselves [66]. This includes more descriptors such as adjectives and adverbs, and
more positive and negative emotion words to qualify their descriptions. Following this, we
would expect that newer teachers would be more verbose in their descriptions of vocal
performances than their more senior, experienced peers. Because of this, we may be able to learn
more about the terminology that practitioners use to describe various types of tone production
they encounter in choral performances.
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From this discussion, we generate the following expectations:
Expectation 3a: Choral directors will use more descriptors (adjectives, adverbs,
negations), more positive emotion, and less negative emotion with performances they find
healthier and more appropriate.
Expectation 3b: Choral directors will use more discrepancy terms (should, ought) for
performances they find less healthy and appropriate.
Expectation 3c: Choral directors with more experience will use fewer words than those
with less experience.
We now turn to a discussion of the data, methods, and results of our survey experiment.
Data
Participants
We distributed the survey electronically to members of national, state, and regional choral
director associations and Facebook groups for choir directors. Although 237 choir directors
started the survey, only 125 completed the survey and only those responses were analyzed (see
Table 3). Years of teaching experience ranged from 0 to 40 (M = 12.18, SD = 10.67). Ages
ranged from 18 to 73 years (M = 40.16, SD = 14.10). For more information regarding
participants, see Frizzell (2020) [67].
Table 3. Demographic Characteristics of Participants (N = 125)
Characteristics
n

%

Sex
Female
Male

77
48

61.6
38.4

Teaching Experience
Preservice (0 years)
Novice (1–6 years)
Intermediate (7–17 years)
Experienced (18+ years)

13
38
39
35

10.4
30.4
31.2
28
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Table 3 (Continued). Demographic Characteristics of Participants (N = 125)
Characteristics
n
%
Ethnicity
Asian
Black
Hispanic/Latinx
Multirace
White
Prefer not to say

2
12
2
5
98
6

1.6
9.6
1.6
4
78
4.8

Instrument
Our survey instrument is called The Choral Tone Assessment (CTA). It was created using
Qualtrics™. Participants were asked to provide demographic information such as age, years
teaching experience, race, and sex. Next, participants were asked to listen to eight anonymous
audio excerpts of high–quality choral music performances. We instructed participants to use the
highest quality equipment available to them. We obtained all audio samples from public videos
found on YouTube. We downloaded and converted videos to mp3 format and edited the length
of each audio sample to approximately 20 to 50 seconds. For each audio sample, participants
were asked to answer five Likert–scale items and one open–response item. Likert–scale items
provided a number scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) (see Table 4). The open–
response item for each audio sample asked participants to describe the choral tone and to provide
information regarding what, if anything, they would do to improve the tone. For more
information regarding the instrument, see Frizzell (2020) [67].
Audio samples contrasted in musical style, choral tone qualities, and cultural derivation
(see Table 5). We selected a variety of samples we believed to be representative of choral tone
familiar, proximate, and exotic to our desired participants. Recordings were of reputable
community, high school, collegiate, and professional choral ensembles, but we did not disclose
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names of ensembles to survey participants. Our intent when selecting audio samples was for each
audio sample to potentially be perceived as a model of “good” choral tone in its particular style.
Additionally, the quality of the recording and other elements of performance were intended to be
“good” in order to avoid distracting the listener from attention to choral tone. For more
information regarding audio sample selection, see Frizzell (2020) [67].
Table 4. Likert scale items from survey
This is healthy choral tone
The choral tone is pushed/strained
The choral tone is bright and/or forward
This tone is dark/covered
This is an appropriate choral tone for this
style of music

1=Strongly disagree
2=Disagree
3=Neither agree nor disagree
4= Agree
5=Strongly agree

Table 5. Audio samples
Audio Sample
1

Title
Composer/Arranger
Sweetheart of the Sun Eric William Barnum

2

Dwijavanthi

Ethan Sperry

3

Gather at the River

Stacey Gibbs

4

Sicut Cervus

5

The Lioness Hunt

6

Kaval Sviri

Giovanni Pierluigi
da Palestrina
Lebohang “Lebo M”
Morake
Petar Lyondev

7
8

Shenandoah
What if God

Robert Shaw
Christopher Brinson
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Performing Ensemble
Choral Arts Pure
Sound
Martin High
School Chamber
Singers
Oakwood University
Aeolians
Cambridge Singers
Mzansi Youth Choir
Bulgarian State
Radio and Television
Female Vocal Choir
Robert Shaw Chorale
University of
Arkansas
Inspirational Chorale

Validity/Reliability
A content validity panel clarified some wording within survey items [67]. The panel agreed the
selected audio samples were appropriate for the survey. We conducted a field test. Participants
(N = 4) further clarified some wording within survey items [67]. We made revisions, addressing
all suggestions provided by the content validity panel and field test participants [67]. We used
the test–retest method in the pilot test (N = 8) to measure survey reliability. We removed and/or
replaced some audio samples due to low reliability and/or discovery of better quality recordings
[67].
Procedures
We sent participants the CTA survey electronically. The survey was embedded with instructions,
audio recordings, and test items. Instructions were to listen to each recording and answer five
Likert–scale items and one open–response item for each. No length requirement was given on
the open–response item. We estimated the survey completion time to be 10 minutes.
Data Analysis
We calculated frequencies for responses to Likert–scale items. Additionally, we used a Kruskal–
Wallis one–way analysis of variance test to determine differences in responses to Item 5
(strongly agree) of each set by years of teaching experience (see Table 6) [67]. Only audio
samples three and eight were statistically significant (denoted by * in Table 6). For more
information regarding data analysis see Frizzell (2020) [67].
Table 6. Kruskal–Wallis one–way ANOVA results
Audio Sample

Results

1

H = 1.16, 3 df, p = .764, η2 = -0.02

2

H = 1.89, 3 df, p = .597, η2 = -0.01
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Table 6 (Continued). Kruskal–Wallis one–way ANOVA results
Audio Sample
3*
Experienced (Mdn = 3.32), Preservice (Mdn
= 4.11)
Experienced (Mdn = 3.32), Novice (Mdn =
3.95)
Experienced (Mdn = 3.32), Intermediate
(Mdn = 4.26)

Results

H = 14.05, 3 df, p = .003, η2 = 0.09
H = 25.27, 3 df, p = .022, η2 = 0.18
H = 17.14, 3 df, p = .032, η2 = 0.12
H = 28.63, 3 df, p = <.001, η2 = 0.21

4

H = 3.58, 3 df, p = .311, η2 = 0.00

5

H = 4.61, 3 df, p = .202, η2 = 0.01

6

H = 7.71, 3 df, p = .052, η2 = 0.04

7

H = .20, 3 df, p = .977, η2 = -0.02

8*

H = 17.37, 3 df, p = .001, η2 = 0.12
H = 31.26, 3 df, p = <.001, η2 = 0.23

Experienced (Mdn = 4.04), Novice (Mdn =
4.78)
Experienced (Mdn = 4.04), Intermediate
(Mdn = 4.45)
Novice (Mdn = 4.78), Preservice (Mdn =
4.27)
Novice (Mdn = 4.78), Intermediate (Mdn =
4.45)
*findings significant at p<.05

H = 15.49, 3 df, p = .042, η2 = 0.10
H = 23.63, 3 df, p = .025, η2 = 0.17
H = 15.77, 3 df, p = .035, η2 = 0.11

Methods
LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) is a computational word–counting program that
connects psychological constructs with grammatical categories in language [68]. Developed by
psychologist James Pennebaker, the original intent of LIWC was to model and assess
psychological well–being, but the applications for this tool are much broader. While simple in
design, it provides powerful categorical information about spoken and written language. LIWC
generates a total word count for the document or item, and queries a static dictionary for each
word in the entry to generate a proportion for that category. Its most powerful applications are to
the class of lexical items called function words such as prepositions, pronouns, articles, and
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certain kinds of verbs. It also generates values for the general sentiment of the text or document
with the categories of positive and negative emotion words, as well as anxiety and anger. LIWC
has been used to assess features such as depression, deception detection, college readiness, status
or hierarchy in a group, and the language of leadership. Rates of function word usage are not
random, but rather are used systematically and are appropriate for modeling changes in language
over time, or classifying language into typologies.
For this study we selected the following LIWC variables to include in our empirical
model: word count; auxiliary verbs (“helping’ verbs); negations (not, nor); adjectives (beautiful,
small); comparisons (better, worse); positive and negative emotion words; and discrepancies
(should, ought).
Topic modeling
Topic modeling is a way to derive categories or themes of topics from a corpus, or set of
documents [69]. For this study, the open ended survey responses (n=1000) serves as our corpus;
we had 125 participants who each completed open–ended responses for the eight different audio
samples. Also called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), topic modeling provides a probabilistic
model of words across a number of topics; for this study we specified ten topics. Each word in
the corpus has some probability of being in each topic; words that tend to co–occur have a higher
probability of being in the same topic. Words are not sorted into topics based on their semantic
similarity, although semantically related words may appear in the same topic due to their context
within the documents in the corpus. As Nelson (2017) notes, topic modeling is a form of
computational grounded theory; the LDA algorithm used by the computer efficiently sorts the
terms into a specified number of topics, and the researchers qualitatively interpret the meaning of
the key terms in the topic [70]. Table 7 (below) lists twenty key terms for ten topics derived from
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the open–ended survey responses. The probability distribution of topics across documents can be
used in empirical models to demonstrate their relationship to a quantity of interest, such as Likert
scale items. In doing this, we can answer questions about how survey respondents described
musical selections that they rated as healthy or appropriate.
Table 7. Topic key terms for open–ended responses
Topic
Mechanism
Gospel
Mature
Stylistically
appropriate
American tone
Culture
Choral blend and
balance
Men
Range
Resonance

Top Words
singing voice sung great range tones recording performance tension
nasal pitch piece encourage supported genre soft free mechanism sing
perfect
style music sounds healthy choral piece vocal gospel production sing
don sound unhealthy pushed strained good tone change pushing
ensemble
sound choir make throat relax sopranos mature line renaissance
supported full air classical men sections chest tone sample time
excellent
bright sound forward nasal pushed forced warm song stylistically
wouldn larynx supported tone mask support correct hear parts open
volume
placement clear back nice focus dynamics round feel vibrato louder
men heavy american traditional unified focused color long makes tones
singing culture brightness improve feel blend type sounds practice
forward richness vocal mouth fine unison lowered asian pieces kind text
voices strained upper notes lower vibrato register blend treble balance
soprano men strong love improve loud lot sing natural rounded
beautiful placement sounded understand times song bass balanced
consonants men darker dynamic pronunciation feels back pushed
accurate end individual isn
tenors sopranos basses group opinion musical doesn side low piece
ranges personally completely chest strident tune spiritual brighten free
vibrato
tone bit singers dark forward work vowels covered straight voice
slightly breath full open space sound quality resonance darker rich

Table 8 provides the list of terms identified by McKinney (2005) for good and poor tone,
and Table 7 provides the list of terms generated by choral directors and practitioners to describe
tone in choral performances across a range of genres [31]. While there is some overlap between
“textbook” terminology and the descriptions provided by choral directors, there are clear
distinctions between them. In the practitioner–defined terms, we see the added categories of
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resonators (nasal, mask, chest), tension (pushed, relax), richness (full, warm), clarity (clear),
weight (heavy), position (upper, lower), choral purity (blend, balance), geography (culture,
American, Asian, traditional), and register (soprano, bass, treble). Practitioners from our survey
are tapping into a much broader range of descriptive categories than are provided in the
literature, signaling a gap between theory and practice.
Table 8. Good and poor tone (McKinney, 2005)
Good
tone
Poor
tone

freely produced; pleasant to listen to; loud enough to be heard easily; rich, ringing,
and resonant; energy flows smoothly from note to note; consistently produced;
vibrant, dynamic, and alive; flexibly expressive
constricted, forced, or strained; strident or rasping; too loud, resembling shouting or
yelling; hoarse; breathy; weak, colorless, or devitalized; inconsistently produced;
shaky or wobbly

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
LIWC is a useful tool that can give us more nuanced insight into the ways that teachers
describe choral performances, contextualized by their experience and perspective. It provides
insight about how respondents are talking about the musical selections. It also provides a
robustness check for the categories of interest, like experience and age, that we expect will
differentiate between teachers’ evaluations of the musical selections. Topic modeling, on the
other hand, provides information about what respondents are saying. Used together, these
methods can help to quantify the imprecise lexical categories that represent the gap between
theory and practice in judging the quality (in terms of health and appropriateness) of musical
selections across a range of genres. Because judging choral tone is so subjective, these methods
provide an empirical basis for how practitioners define this concept. In Table 9 we provide a
summary of the language variables used in our empirical models.
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Table 9. Summary of language variables
Variable
Word count
Auxiliary
verb
Negate
Adjective
Compare
Positive
emotion
Negative
emotion
Discrepancy
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
Topic 7
Topic 8
Topic 9
Topic 10

Obs
1000
1000

Mean
22.49
7.11

Std. Dev.
20.02
6.27

1000
1000
1000
1000

2.51
10.72
3.25
8.20

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Min
0.00
0.00

Max
146.00
37.50

8.69
14.12
5.45
13.97

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
100.00
50.00
100.00

1.14

3.31

0.00

50.00

2.12
7.96
16.54
7.50
16.12
5.73
5.14
6.95
5.00
4.25
24.82

3.29
1.48
2.46
1.46
2.15
1.34
1.35
1.66
1.33
1.41
2.66

0.00
3.65
9.48
3.44
8.44
3.10
2.77
3.33
2.39
2.03
14.41

20.00
15.72
30.97
18.53
24.39
16.69
19.55
18.75
13.44
25.21
37.55

Results
Base Model: Regression Outputs
Choral teachers were asked to decide whether choral tone in a particular performance was
healthy and appropriate by choosing one of the following responses: strongly disagree (1);
somewhat disagree (2); neither agree nor disagree (3); somewhat agree (4); or strongly agree (5).
Figure 2 shows the marginal effects of years of teaching experience on the probability of rating
choral tone in the audio samples as healthy or appropriate. In Table 10 we report the results of t–
tests for whether respondents across generations rated traditional Western versus non–Western
musical selections as healthy or appropriate. We observe that across the four defined generations,
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respondents all rated non–Western choral selections as healthy at statistically significant levels.
However, the Millennial, Gen X, and Boomer/Silent generation respondents rated non–Western
choral performances as less appropriate, with the middle two generations achieving statistical
significance. Only Gen Z respondents rated non–Western music as being appropriate, although
this result is not statistically significant. It does lend credibility to the cultural facility and fluency
argument, however, of this digital native cohort with ubiquitous access to multicultural
influences both in–person through their peers, and online.
In the Healthy graph, we observe that teachers with more years of experience tend to rate
the performances as healthier overall (strongly agree). We see more homogeneity of ratings for
teachers with the least experience, and more variation among more experienced teachers for
ratings of health. For appropriateness, teachers tend to rate performances similarly (strongly
agree that tone in the performances was overall appropriate) regardless of generation and years
of experience, although teachers with more than eighteen years of experience still tend to provide
the highest ratings.
Our dependent variable is the Likert scale ratings, and our independent variables are
variables from the LIWC dictionary and the demographic characteristics of the respondents. In
Table 11, we report the coefficients and standard errors from our base model. Because the Likert
scale items are ordered, we use an ordinal logit model with robust standard errors clustered on
the individual. In the subsequent graphs, we provide marginal effects for the quantities of interest
in our model to address our expectations.
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Table 10. T–test results
Gen Z
(pre–service)
Healthy
1.528***
-5.96
Appropriate
0.333
-1.53
N
72
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01,*** p<0.001

Millennial
(Novice)
0.355***
-3.7
-0.315***
(-3.79)
496

Gen X
(Intermediate)
0.620***
-3.8
-0.330*
(-2.30)
200

Boomer/Silent
(Experienced)
0.948***
-6.11
-0.0862
(-0.55)
232

Table 11. Base model regression results
Healthy
Coeff.
Word count
-.0072748*
Auxiliary verbs
.0260064*
Negate
-0.008
Adjective
.0303492***
Compare
-0.021
Positive emotion .0301287***
Negative emotion -.0509735***
Discrepancy
-0.033
Audio sample
-.1597827***
Sex
0.220
Generation
-0.167
cut1
-4.116535***
cut2
-2.50146***
cut3
-1.942499***
cut4
-0.370
N. of cases
1000.000
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01,*** p<0.001

Std.Err.
0.003
0.013
0.005
0.008
0.012
0.008
0.012
0.021
0.022
0.161
0.088
0.400
0.340
0.331
0.317
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Appropriate
Coeff.
Std.Err.
-.0088787*
0.005
.0468308**
0.014
-0.002
0.006
.0272878*
0.014
-.0625228***
0.016
.0213303*
0.009
-.0430386*
0.022
-.101312***
0.020
-.203093***
0.020
0.148
0.177
-.2974181**
0.104
-5.949306***
0.490
-3.968466***
0.424
-3.315502***
0.418
-1.767079***
0.410
1000.000

Figure 2. Marginal effects of years’ experience on probability of rating audio samples as healthy
and appropriate
In Figure 2 we plot the marginal effects of the number of years’ teaching experience on
the probability of rating all audio samples overall as healthy or unhealthy. Ratings for both health
and appropriateness generally follow the same trends. Teachers with less classroom experience
are more likely to rate the performances as healthy or appropriate. At each increasing level of
experience, teachers are less likely to rate the performances as healthy and appropriate.
We next examine some language categories that often correspond to experience. In
Figure 3, we see similar patterns in how choral teachers describe the health and appropriateness
of the choral tone in performances they listened to. For the “strongly agree” choice (meaning, the
performances were healthy and appropriate), the respondents used fewer words overall. We
interpret this to mean that for performances they deemed healthy and appropriate, the
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respondents had less to say. For respondents who rated the performances (strongly agree) as
healthy and appropriate, they tended to use fewer words overall, fewer negations, fewer
comparisons, and less negative emotion. They also tended to use more auxiliary (“helping”)
verbs, more adjectives, and more positive emotion in their open–ended responses for each audio
sample item. These findings align with our theoretical expectations that lower status, newer
teachers (Gen Z and Millennials) would use more words, and more descriptions, than higher
status, more experienced teachers (Gen X and Boomers/Silent) [66].

Figure 3. Marginal effects language use on probability of rating audio samples as healthy and
appropriate
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Figure 4. Mean of word count over generations, by audio sample
In Figure 4 we graph the means (using z–scores to standardize the values around zero) for
positive and negative emotion across audio samples, by years of experience. The graphs at left
show differences in rates of usage of positive emotion words, where pre–service teachers with no
years of teaching experience generally use less than the mean rate of positive words than do
more experienced teachers. Teachers with the greatest experience tend to use the most positive
emotion words in their open–ended survey responses. On the left, we see the opposite trend. Pre–
service teachers tend to use the most negative emotion in their survey responses, whereas
teachers with more experience use less negative emotion words.
In Figure 4 we see evidence for seniority, operationalized as years’ teaching experience.
Research has established that people with lower status or less authority tend to write or speak
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more words than do those in positions of higher status or authority [68]. We see evidence of this
from the open–ended writing samples from survey respondents, where pre–service teachers tend
to use the most words in their open–ended survey responses, and teachers with the most
experience (more than eighteen years) tend to write the fewest across audio samples. This
provides evidence that novice and experienced teachers have different perspectives on analyzing
musical performances.

Figure 5. Probability of rating audio samples as healthy and appropriate, by audio sample
Figure 5 shows the probability of rating audio samples as healthy and appropriate overall.
We observe clear trends between overall ratings of the audio samples, which may be evidence of
the linear presentation of the audio samples. The order of audio samples was presented
consistently across subjects, not randomized. However, the audio samples themselves were
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presented in random order, not grouped by category. Participants were more likely to rate earlier
audio samples higher than later ones, and later audio samples lower than earlier ones. One
possible explanation for this seeming linear dependence is survey fatigue. Other studies have
examined the effects of participant fatigue in online versus postal mail surveys, concluding that
while there are differences related to fatigue in online environments, the benefit of using online
instruments is worth the cost of losing some precision [71–73]. Meade and Craig (2012) also
explore the problem called “careless responses” which arises in survey instruments with many
questions [74]. In their study, they find that between 10–12% of survey responses qualify as
“careless” in part due to survey length. It is important to note, however, that the surveys they
examined were psychometric tests such as the MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory) with several hundred items, in comparison to our survey in which respondents
answered only 48 items. Most importantly, we find statistically significant differences across
quantities of interest like the generational and experience divides, even given this apparent linear
dependence.
Only audio samples one (Sweetheart of the Sun) and four (Sicut Cervus) had median
scores of five, indicating strongest agreement, that the performances were healthy and
appropriate. Both of these audio samples were from the most familiar, Western presentation style
of choral performance, which lends support to our expectations that respondents will rate the
tone of more culturally proximate styles higher than those most different from their experience
and training.
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Figure 6. Positive and negative emotion language use by respondents across cultural categories
In Figure 6 we see the difference between use of positive and negative emotion to
describe choral tone in traditional Western and non–Western musical selections. All respondents
used more positive emotion and less negative emotion to describe the tone in traditional Western
selections, and less positive and more negative emotion to describe the tone in non–Western
selections.
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Figure 7. Marginal effects of years’ experience on probability of rating audio samples as healthy
and appropriate, by audio sample
In Figure 7 we see the effects of years’ teaching experience on the probability of rating
audio samples as healthy and appropriate, across the audio samples presented. In audio samples
two, five, six, and eight, we see that the overall ratings for health were lower than the overall
ratings for appropriateness. The second audio sample is “Dwijavanthi” from India, and the fifth
audio sample is “The Lioness Hunt” from South Africa. The sixth audio sample is “Kaval Sviri”
from Bulgaria, and the eighth audio sample is the American Black Gospel song “What if God.”
These four selections were chosen as samples because of their difference from traditional
Western choral art pieces. We see a similar pattern across these four audio samples, namely that
respondents tend to rate them as less healthy, but more appropriate. This provides partial support
for our expectations that respondents would rate choral tone in culturally familiar performances
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as healthier and more appropriate than choral tone in styles different from their predicted
experience and training.
There are many possible explanations for the divergence in ratings of health and
appropriateness here. One explanation is that respondents believe that the performance is not
healthy, but still appropriate for that style of music. This perspective is supported by the cultural
awareness framework level of conscious incompetence, where individuals are aware of
differences and tend to fixate on superficial or exotic features. Another explanation is that
respondents may not have enough knowledge about what constitutes health across different
singing styles, and believe that tone in non–Western styles is less vocally healthy. It is also
possible that they do not have enough technical competency to evaluate culturally diverse
musical selections, and as such rate these performances as more appropriate based on lack of
information rather than expertise. Finally, it is possible that respondents rated the more culturally
diverse selections as more appropriate out of concern that giving a lower appropriateness rating
would be a form of ethnocentrism. Even though no personally identifiable information was
collected with the survey, respondents may have had concerns nonetheless about displaying
overt cultural bias. Scholars have demonstrated that socially desirable answers influence
participants’ responses in surveys and polls [75,76].
On the other hand, we see high levels of agreement between the first and fourth audio
samples, which are the most classically Western traditional choral samples in the set. Across all
audio samples, the only outliers tend to be in the least experienced cohort, the pre–service
teachers with no teaching experience. Respondents with any years of teaching experience tend to
cluster together, highlighting our theoretical expectations that there is a gap between theory and
practice in choral music teaching.
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We expected that performances closer to an individual’s expected experience (in this
case, traditional Western choral music) would be rated higher than those distant from their
experience. For example, given that our sample of respondents all come from educational
institutions from within the United States, we expected that they would rate performances from
groups that do not follow the traditional Western style of choral performance as less healthy and
appropriate. We may attribute any similar ratings to similar training in choral music education
programs and exposure to similar choral styles. We may also attribute any differences to
experiential differences outside of the choral music education programs [19,28].

Figure 8. Marginal effects of Western and non–Western audio selections for health and
appropriateness
In Figure 8 we see the graphed marginal effects of a logistic regression where the
dependent variable is dichotomous, capturing whether the audio selection is from a traditionally
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Western or non–Western tradition. Audio samples 2, 5, 6, and 8 were coded as “1, non–Western”
and 1, 3,4, and 7 as “0, Western”. In the graph at left, we see that all respondents were more
likely to rate non–Western selections as less healthy, following an inverse linear trend. On the
other hand, we see that all respondents were more likely to rate non–Western selections as more
appropriate.
In Figure 9 we see the marginal effects of the ten topics in our model on the probability
of musical selections being of non–Western origin. We see that Topics 2 and 4, Mechanism and
Mature are statistically significant predictors of non–Western songs, while American Tone and
Resonance are statistically significantly less likely to be used to describe non–Western music.
Words in Mechanism and Mature topics relate to the anatomy and desired result of tone
production. We interpret its significance in regard to non–Western performances to indicate an
encouragement toward healthy tone production. Naturally, American Tone was more significant
in describing Western music, as the terms all centered around characteristically Western
qualities. Resonance may be more significant Western performance descriptions due to the
Western prioritization of resonance and how it can be achieved.
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Figure 9. Marginal effects of topics on the probability of non–Western music
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to identify what factors influence choral directors’
descriptions of choral tone in order to enable choir directors to mindfully approach teaching
healthy and appropriate tone production. From our survey results we have learned that
experience is a stronger predictor of choral teachers’ evaluations of choral tone across a range of
genres than is their cultural background. Perception of multicultural music, it seems, is more a
function of experience than of exposure. In other words, we do observe differences along the
experiential/generational divides. However, we do not interpret this to mean that it’s not possible
to teach “old dogs new tricks.” On the contrary, we suggest that having less vague terminology
will enable teachers from all experience levels and generations to better evaluate non–Western
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music. Similarly, with increased exposure in teacher preparation programs to courses in
ethnomusicology, choral literature, and vocal pedagogy, teachers will gain more practical
experience in evaluating a wide variety of music. Table 10 provides an overview of support for
our expectations. From the open–ended survey responses we also learned that language is a
predictor of status and experience (word count), and that choir teachers have a much greater
vocabulary repertoire and more thematic categories in classifying and describing choral
performance than is found in the canonical literature [30–34].
Table 12. Summary of expectations and findings
Expectation
Experience

Supported
1a: Unsupported
1b: Unsupported

Culture

2: Partially supported

Language

3a: Supported
3b: Supported
3c: Supported

Description
Experienced choral directors
evaluated performances lower
in health and appropriateness
than those with less
experience.
Choral directors evaluated
culturally familiar
performances as healthier, but
not more appropriate, than
those different from their
experience and training.
Choral directors used more
descriptors, more positive
emotion, and less negative
emotion for performances
they found healthier and more
appropriate. Choral directors
used fewer discrepancy terms
for performances they found
healthier and more
appropriate. Choral directors
with more experience used
fewer words than those with
less experience.

In scholastic choral music, there are no objective standards for tone and there is no fixed
lexicon for describing good and poor musical performances. Governing agencies are mandating
that multicultural music education be taught and performed, but have not yet created a
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sustainable structure to enable authenticity in multicultural music performance at scholastic
levels. In order to meet accreditation standards, university schools of music must provide
education in music from a variety of cultures, but the accreditation standards do not specify how.
Further, teachers are given conflicting instructions: they are to engage in learning multicultural
music, but when they describe vocal adjustments, not to draw on their own personal experience
[33,34]. When pre–service teachers graduate and begin teaching middle or high school choir,
they are expected to abide by national standards. Standards for middle and high school choir
students are similar to university accreditation standards in that they are vague to allow teachers
the liberty and flexibility to most appropriately serve their students. Yet this lack of specificity
can enable unprepared teachers to lead students into inappropriate performance practice,
particularly in tone production, which varies from culture to culture.
Choir directors independently – and within their own communities of practice – develop
theories of healthy and appropriate tone production as they learn from their choir directors and
voice instructors. From their experiences, they teach their choir students how to produce what
they consider to be healthy and appropriate tone quality. We treat choir directors’ assessments of
their, and other, ensembles as objective, but in reality they are strongly subjective with little
oversight or recourse or remedy due to strong variation in training and lack of clearly defined
language to describe tone. Underprepared choir directors may inadvertently model higher value
of culturally–familiar music over multicultural music to their students, exacerbating musical
ethnocentrism, and thereby, bias. As student populations become increasingly more diverse, the
need for culturally responsive, and thereby multicultural, music education in teacher preparation
programs escalates.
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Conclusions
The implications for this study are pedagogically important: contemporary music classes
in the United States are increasingly comprised of students from diverse backgrounds. This
includes not only race and ethnicity, but also country of origin, and primary language. Wong et
al., estimated cultural differences in music perception of speakers of tonal and non–tonal
languages, finding that speakers of tonal languages do better at processing musical pitch [10].
The standards of tonal beauty as taught in Western curriculum may create opportunities for
ethnocentrism and bias, whether intentionally or implicitly, and this may harm students. By
analyzing how teachers perceive choral tone across a variety of styles, we can begin to
understand what features of teacher training can better prepare choir teachers and directors for
their diverse classrooms and best serve students from many backgrounds.
One solution is to better prepare choral music educators to teach multicultural music and
relevant practices. This can be accomplished through post–licensure trainings, professional
development, and continuing education units (CEU) required to maintain a teaching license.
These trainings should include musicians and practitioners fluent in the target style of music who
can best describe and convey the standards of health and appropriateness in that culture. Fluency,
or at least proficiency, in a variety of musical cultures should also help mitigate against the
hazards of providing inaccurate information or guidance to students. Preservice choir directors
should not only learn about appropriate tone practices in a variety of styles from a variety of
cultures, they should learn effective ways to convey those methods to their future students. With
a more precise lexical “toolbox” and a more thorough education in multicultural tone practices,
novice choir directors will be more prepared to appropriately educate their students from day one
in the classroom.
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There are many benefits to implementing an institutional response to address issues with
multicultural music and its practices. From a pedagogical perspective, there are benefits to
clarifying and defining the issue landscape, defining the terminology for describing healthy and
appropriate choral tone. Teachers with experience can benefit from continuing education in tone
terminology and appropriate tone production practices of a variety of cultures. Professional
development can help raise the cultural competence of choral music educators if it is structured
in such a way as to be comprehensively uniform. Additionally, standards can remain flexible and
simply be used to design curricula that meet the needs of choral music programs and the students
that populate them.
Students will also benefit from increased cultural awareness, empathy, openness to new
experiences, and the authenticity of being accurately trained in a variety of styles. Broadly
speaking, the profession will benefit from increased diversity of choral programming, with less
trepidation about receiving negative feedback or judgment from professional adjudicators.
Increased proficiency in multicultural musical performance will empower the next generation of
choral teachers and choir directors to attempt new music, through an institutional framework that
supports the practice of teaching a broader range of musical styles.
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Chapter 4:
Considerations for Developing Choral Tone in a Variety of Musical Styles with Your
Ensemble
The purpose of this dissertation was to identify relevant factors and influences on choir directors’
perceptions of choral tone. As I reviewed the relevant literature, two issues became clear: first,
that years of music teaching experience may influence perception of musical performance, and
second, that a person’s culture (generation, geographic location, etc.) may influence perception
of musical performance. I surveyed secondary school choir teachers in the United States and
compared their ratings of choral tone across a variety of musical styles, first using a KruskalWallis H test. Results revealed variability in median scores among participants with different
levels of teaching experience in their ratings of appropriateness of the tone for the musical style.
Choir teachers with 18 or more years of experience rated appropriateness of the choral tone in
two samples, a Gospel piece and a jazz arrangement of a spiritual, significantly lower than
participants of any other experience group. For a deeper look into this result and to identify the
role of culture in perception of choral tone, my co-author and I performed an in-depth linguistic
analysis of participants’ descriptions of choral tone using the same dataset from the previous
analysis. Responses from participants within each teaching experience group were clustered
together, supporting our expectation that there is a gap between the theory and practice of choral
music teaching. Specifically, we found that the most experienced choral directors evaluated the
health and appropriateness of choral tone lower than did directors with less experience. We also
found the strongest concurrence in response to the most traditionally Western performances,
supporting our expectation that participants would rate the choral tone of more culturally
proximate styles as healthier than those most different from their experience and training. The
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linguistic analysis showed that choir directors with more experience used fewer words than those
with less experience. Also, across experience groups, choir directors used more descriptors, more
positive emotion words, fewer negative emotion words, and fewer discrepancy words regarding
performances they found healthier and more appropriate. Results of these combined studies show
that teachers’ culture and years of experience influence their perception of choral tone.
Introduction
With recent emphasis on diversity initiatives and culturally responsive pedagogy in the
choral classroom (Cruz, 2017; Lind & McKoy, 2016; Shaw, 2012; Shaw, 2016; Taylor & Sobel,
2011), choral music educators are reexamining methods for introducing multicultural music to
their students. The search for respectful methods of appropriate performance practice delivery is
underway. In order to know what is considered appropriate, it is imperative that teachers reflect
on existing literature and debates regarding multicultural music performance. Furthermore, an
understanding of relevant literature and issues in adjacent fields can provide insight into how
teachers’ presentation of multicultural music contributes to their students’ understandings of
foreign cultures. In this chapter, I will explore possible implications of choir directors’ observed
perceptions of choral tone, particularly as they relate to multicultural music and students’
understandings of foreign cultures. At the end of this chapter, I will offer practical applications
choir directors can use from the findings of this dissertation.
Benefits of Programming Multicultural Music
Choral music educators have many reasons for programming multicultural music. When
surveyed, American choral music educators said that teaching multicultural music adds variety to
concerts, is enjoyed by students and audiences, facilitates class discussion on world events and
foreign cultures, engenders appreciation for other cultures, facilitates connection with
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international students and parents, provides instruction in foreign language, and meets curricular
requirements mandated by the Department of Education.1
American choral music educators are directed by the national music ensemble standards
to relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context.2 Additionally,
students are expected to “demonstrate understanding of relationships between music and other
arts, other disciplines, varied contexts, and daily life.”3 These standards are used to create choral
music curricula and textbooks, which are then referenced by teachers when planning lessons.
The facilitation of class discussion on world events and foreign cultures makes multicultural
music a suitable choice for teachers looking to meet these standards.
Another reason for programming multicultural music is that comprehensive education in
music from other cultures can foster appreciation for the cultures themselves.4 When students
learn music from a foreign culture, ideally they gain insight into the language, customs, history,
and affairs of that culture. This kind of performance-based learning, in which students learn by
doing and applying ideas, makes students more likely to become emotionally involved in the
subject matter, creating more extensive neural networks and, therefore, enhancing learning.5
Additionally, social science research suggests that intergroup contact reduces prejudices.6
Research indicates that the reduction of prejudice may extend to other conditions, implying that
exposure to multicultural music in choral classrooms may lead to fewer intergroup prejudices.7
“Multicultural” music is defined by Campbell as “the study of music from groups distinguished
by race or ethnic origin, age, class, gender, religion, lifestyle and exceptionality,” not only by
ethnicity.8 If the implications of intergroup contact theory transfer to the context of multicultural
music experiences, students who experience music of proximate, but not necessarily familiar,
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cultures may show increased tolerance for, and, ideally, less bias against, those nearby cultures in
addition to more distant cultures.
Barriers to Programming Multicultural Music
While these benefits for programming multicultural music exist, teachers regularly face
barriers when endeavoring to teach such music. Teachers’ greatest perceived barrier is a fear of
misrepresenting foreign cultures.9 Perceived barriers also include inability to access quality
recordings, authentic instruments, and authentic arrangements. Teachers feel they lack time to
allot for multicultural music, options for world music on state performance assessment approved
music lists, experience in world music and/or foreign languages, and opportunities to learn about
world music. Additionally, teachers feel concern about students’ vocal health and interest in or
maturity with multicultural music.10
Multicultural Music in Choral Music Teacher Education
The National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) handbook stipulates that
undergraduate music programs develop “increased understanding of musical achievements from
various analytical, historical, and cultural perspectives [and] musical perspectives informed by
studies of various cultures and historical periods.”11 However, the typical American choral music
education program is still not fully preparing preservice music educators to teach multicultural
music to their future students.12 Not all choral music education programs require courses like
vocal pedagogy or choral literature, and even the ones that offer such courses may focus
primarily on Western choral art music. Therefore, some undergraduates only learn how to
properly sing in non-Western languages and styles by doing so in choral ensembles or applied
voice lessons. This is problematic as choir directors tend to focus the majority of rehearsal and
performance time on music from their native culture.13 Specifically, American directors tend to
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focus the majority of their time on music of the Western choral tradition, the majority of which
derives from Western Europe.14 This tendency to focus on the familiar may result in a gap in
knowledge of music from anywhere else.15 Such a knowledge gap could not only lead to transfer
of ignorance or misinformation to students, but may also lead to inappropriate or offensive
performance practice of multicultural music.
Tone in Multicultural Choral Music
With choral music education programs each offering different courses, and each with a
unique instructor-developed curriculum, the result is that choral music educators all have
different experiences and backgrounds in choral literature and the respective performance
practices. The tone production of the ensemble is one specific aspect of performance practice in
choral music that can be particularly delicate. Each director has preconceived notions of what
constitutes “good” tone.16 These notions likely derived from their formative college years when
they were in multiple choral ensembles and voice lessons, all reinforcing some version of
Western European tone techniques. How can we be expected to educate our students in authentic
tone production in a variety of styles of music when we have not ourselves been thoroughly
educated in how to produce the sounds necessary to make that music?
Choir Directors’ Perceptions of Choral Tone in Multicultural Music
As defined earlier, the term “multicultural” music encompasses more than music from
distant cultures. A non-native culture can be within the same country and language. For example,
Frizzell sought to measure American choir directors’ perceptions of choral tone in a variety of
Western and non-Western musical styles and found the most discrepancy in choir directors’
ratings of health and appropriateness of choral tone in Western non-art music.17 Specifically,
choir director experience groups (pre-service, novice, intermediate, and experienced teachers)
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significantly disagreed upon the appropriateness of tone quality in only two samples of music,
Gospel and a jazz arrangement of a spiritual, but showed no significant differences in their
assessment of tone in any other styles.18 Agreement between choir directors regarding
appropriateness of tone in music in the style of the Western choral tradition, like “Sicut Cervus”
by Palestrina and “Sweetheart of the Sun” by Eric William Barnum, could be due to familiarity
with the traditional Western/European styles. Although performance practice for pieces by those
composers should vary due to time period and style, the technique used for tone production is
quite similar, deriving from the Western choral tradition. These are likely familiar pieces to
many American choir directors, and, therefore, the appropriate performance practice of the
pieces is likely also familiar. Agreement regarding appropriateness of tone in music of distant
cultures, like in Bulgarian, Indian, or South African music, could be due to superficial familiarity
with the idea of exotic tone qualities. We have an aural map of what music from those exotic
places should sound like and we discriminate only enough to know that if it sounds like other
things we have heard from that place it must be appropriate.
Disagreement regarding appropriateness of tone in a jazz arrangement of an African
American spiritual and a contemporary Black Gospel piece could be due to a number of factors.
These performance examples are both of American choral music that may not abide by
traditional Western choral tone techniques. Disagreement could be due to the juxtaposition of
Western culture music not utilizing traditional Western choral tone production techniques.
American choir directors who are not genuinely familiar with these styles may have a perceived
familiarity, allowing them to feel ownership of the styles under the “Western” umbrella.
Frizzell and Windsor also found disagreement between teachers of different generation
groupings (Generation Z, Millennials, Generation X, Boomers/Silent) across a variety of styles
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with a variety of tone qualities.19 Disagreement between generation groups could result from
more experienced teachers’ (Boomers/Silent) presumed unfamiliarity with more contemporary
styles of singing; for example, straight tone in choral jazz for clarity of chords or belting/chest
voice used in Gospel. Unfamiliarity with these styles may stem from lack of exposure to these
styles since diversity initiatives are a relatively new, and constantly growing, development. Choir
directors with more teaching experience (Boomers/Silent) likely spent the majority of their high
school and college choir careers singing and learning music all of a similar style, Western choral
art music. Younger teachers (Gen Z, Millennials, and even Gen X) likely have more experience
regularly singing and learning a more varied repertoire of musical styles.20
Implications of Choir Directors Perceptions of Choral Tone
Choir directors, intentionally or unintentionally, shape the music and tone preferences of
their students.21 If choir directors talk about choral tone in ways that suggest preference for or
bias against a culture’s practices, they pass that preference and bias on to their students.
Similarly, if they talk about choral tone in ways that suggest ignorance regarding the practices of
unfamiliar cultures, they pass that ignorance, and likely misinformation, on to their students.
Choir directors are responsible for providing their students with enough varied and appropriate
experiences in musical style and tone production that those students become competent in such
practices.
Performance of multicultural music can negate the lack of programming diversity and,
therefore, expose our students to much more variety than they have experienced in the past. The
appropriate performance of multicultural music can educate our students on cultural practices
from around the world, increasing empathy and decreasing ethnocentric thought.
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Implementing Appropriate Performance Practice of Multicultural Music
How can choir directors go about appropriately and thoroughly educating choir students
in a variety of tone practices? Here are some suggestions:
Prepare thoroughly.
Carefully consider all available resources when programming music not from the
predominant culture of the ensemble. The American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) has
taken measures to clarify its stance on multicultural music education. The official stance is one
of support, affirming that integration of choral repertoire is the essence of a responsible and
excellent music education.22 The formation of the Diversity Initiatives National Standing
Committee is increasing awareness of issues related to diversity in choral music, including issues
surrounding performance of non-native music.23 Referencing a variety of documents from music
education organizations, like ACDA, and experts in the field of choral music can expose
directors to alternate perspectives and innovative methods of instruction.24 This can include not
only books and journals, but reputable internet blogs and Facebook groups.
Choir directors may bring guest lecturers into rehearsals to demonstrate stylisticallyappropriate vocal tone, text pronunciation, and other musical elements. Lecturers native to the
culture of the performance piece may also provide insight into the background of the piece and
the culture from which it derives. This can also be done via video-conferencing, which can help
programs that lack the financial resources to pay travel expenses. Such a method of instruction
supports more appropriate and authentic performance practice. Additionally, this method of
instruction involves students in the learning process by allowing them to gain insight into
reasoning behind musical decisions.
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Choir directors typically spend four or more years studying bel canto singing and the
Western choral tradition. They are trained in lowering the larynx and elongating vowels. What
attention do choir directors give to the styles of singing expected from their students in nonWestern pieces? Since choir directors likely did not spend four or more years training in the
majority of non-Western styles, extra work is needed here. Directors should research ahead of
time. They should consult with friends and colleagues who have more experience and get their
opinions and suggestions. If directors are not connected with people from the culture in question,
they can gather knowledge from the plethora of resources on the internet, at conventions, in
books, and in research and practitioner journals. Directors should not only research the piece in
question; rather, they should research the communities who performed the piece originally, just
as they would research the appropriate performance practice context for a Mozart or Bach piece.
Devote class time and attention to every type of tone production necessary for selected
repertoire.
Just as choir directors will spend time preparing outside of class, students must spend
time preparing in class. Directors are not going to teach music from every world culture in every
school year (or in a lifetime), but they can show students the equal value of other cultures’ tone
qualities as they compare to the Western choral tradition or bel canto tone prioritized in Western
cultures. If students spend the entirety of warm-ups developing their “classical” voices used for
traditional Western singing, how can they be expected to healthily, readily, or appropriately sing
anything non-Western? Choir directors should allow time for it in beginning-of-the-year tone
production lessons. Students should learn about resonators and articulators so they know the
process and can imitate the differences between tone production techniques. Directors should
allow time for it in warm-ups. Students can practice sight reading with the tone quality
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appropriate for the pieces to be rehearsed in that day’s lesson. Directors should consider
spending as much rehearsal time on multicultural pieces as they do on Western choral music. If
that seems like too much, at the very least, directors should avoid selecting only one
multicultural piece that serves the sole purpose of “concert closer.” To do so exacerbates the
notion that multicultural pieces are simply for fun or for getting the audience to jump to their feet
at the end of the concert.
Include students.
The director’s educated opinion is important, but students should also be a part of the
conversation. Informed students take ownership of what they know. Some students or students’
family members native to a non-Western culture may be able to teach the choir text
pronunciation, stylistic considerations, and more. This promotes culturally-relevant repertoire
selection and empowers students, reinforcing the value of their cultures.
Furthermore, students who are involved in the process may be less likely to challenge or
mock the director’s repertoire and interpretive choices. Talk with students at the beginning of the
year about how to appropriately discuss sensitive subjects, including music styles and tone
qualities. Students who aware of social issues may feel the need to challenge the director’s
choices, citing cultural appropriation or inauthentic representation of a foreign culture. Including
students in planning and decision-making processes and providing students with procedures and
vocabulary for sharing their thoughts can contribute to a smooth inclusion of multicultural music
in the choral program.
Introduction of unique tone qualities from various cultures may incite laughter or biased
commentary, sparking difficult discussions with students wherein teachers must clarify what
kind of language and behavior is appropriate. Anticipating these occurrences and addressing
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them before they happen is the best way to avoid student embarrassment or unwanted conflict.
Preemptively let students know the sounds they will hear and make may be unusual to them, but
such sounds are important in developing a well-rounded choral music education. No matter what
we do to encourage respectful practices within the confines of our classrooms, our students will
likely still be exposed to cultural stereotypes. Their unique backgrounds will bring them to these
discussions at various levels of tolerance. Our duty is to guide them to a level of acceptance.
Model for students the value of honoring and respecting tone practices of other cultures.
Be meticulous in planning and time spent teaching these foreign concepts of tone. Take
care to use appropriate, authentic, specific language. Avoid unintentional use of language that
could be considered offensive or derogatory. In Frizzell and Windsor, the researchers looked at
participants’ use of positive and negative emotion words in choral tone descriptions.25 They
found that preservice teachers were far more likely to use negative emotion words in descriptions
of Bulgarian choral music than any other kind of music in the varied sample and to use more
negative emotion words and fewer positive emotion words than any other experience group
overall. This implies that future choral music educators are not always given parameters for
appropriateness in tone quality. Their former and current choir directors may not have instilled in
them the value of tone concepts from other cultures. This may also be a result of teaching “at”
the students and not ensuring their full, transferable, comprehension of the subject matter, which
falls under the “include students” suggestion.
Students tend to take on the music preferences of their music teachers.26 If they can tell
their teacher prioritizes Western tone over non-Western tone, they may be more likely to prefer
Western tone or Western styles altogether over non-Western tone and styles of music. Having a
preference is not necessarily harmful, but the potential learned distaste for non-Western tone or
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style could be. Choir directors and students are certainly going to have preferences, but the harm
that could come from bias is incalculable. At the very least, the director should not program
students to think negatively about music from cultures foreign to them. Part of a teacher’s job is
to open minds and expand world views. Encouraging exploration of non-Western cultures, music
styles, and choral tone qualities can help achieve those goals.
Thorough attention to the arrangement and presentation of choral curricula may help
teachers lessen the “Othering” of foreign cultures and increase student potential for achieving an
unconscious multicultural mindset. The frequency with which we present multicultural music
and the manner in which we do so can help reach that goal.
Conclusion
Choral tone is inherently subjective. Even within the familiar world of Western choral
music there are a number of schools of thought regarding the ideal tone of a choral ensemble. We
are likely to never universally agree on what constitutes “good” choral tone, but we can
acknowledge that certain practices in choral tone are appropriate in certain contexts. We cannot
recognize the appropriateness of a tone for the context if we are uneducated in those contexts.
There are practical steps we can take in order to inform our teaching. We can take time to
do necessary research on our choral literature selections. We can teach in such a way as to
provide awareness of a variety of choral tone traditions while encouraging respect for foreign
cultures. By appropriately educating ourselves we continue to reflect on what comprises a
responsible multicultural choral music education.
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